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ABSTRACT
RESOLUTION OF OVERLAPPING SPECTRA BY 
WAVELENGTH MODULATION SPECTROSCOPY
Audra Michiele Bullock 
Old Dominion University, 2000 
Director Dr. Amin N. Dharamsi
Wavelength modulation absorption spectroscopy is a highly sensitive, non- 
intrusive technique for probing gaseous species, which employs the well-known 
principles of modulation spectroscopy in a novel way. With this technique, parameters 
such as velocity, density, and temperature can be measured with a high degree of 
precision. The research presented here shows that wavelength modulation is a 
convenient means of increasing the sensitivity of an absorption spectroscopy 
measurement because it allows for harmonic detection. The focus of the dissertation is 
resolution of overlapping spectra by harmonic detection and the advantages gained by 
performing detection at the higher harmonics, e.g., sixth and eighth.
Additionally, it is shown that the higher harmonic detection orders can be used to 
identify transition line shape profiles as well as absorption line parameters. A study of 
the line shape profile for the oxygen A-band transitions is presented. The results of this 
study indicate that oxygen exhibits collisional narrowing on the order of 0.006 cm' 1 atm' 1 
in this near infrared atmospheric band. Other general characteristics of absorption signals 
obtained by employing wavelength modulation spectroscopy with harmonic detection are 
discussed along with their corresponding applications.
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION
In nearly every realm of technology there is a distinct need for some type of 
characterization o f a gaseous medium. One of the most convenient means o f 
characterizing gases is by probing the individual spectral lines of their energy spectrum. 
Some examples where such a characteristic is needed include identifying a particular 
species within the atmosphere, determining and controlling reactants within a processing 
environment, analyzing the velocity and temperature distribution during testing within a 
wind tunnel, and characterizing spectral features of a gaseous molecule to help analyze 
interaction potentials. From the microelectronics industry to the aerospace industry, and 
from research and development to environmental protection and control, gaseous 
characteristics, such as molecular concentrations, temperatures, velocities, and transition 
line shape profiles, are vital to the performance of the venture. The greater the precision 
in the measurement of these characteristics, the more rapid the industry or technology 
may advance, because often the most limiting factor is the compromise of balancing 
accuracy and cost.
In addition to precision or accuracy, there are usually stipulations on how these 
measurements may be performed. Whether disturbance o f a system can be tolerated or 
not is frequently as important as the measurement itself. In most instances it is either 
necessary, or at least desirable, that the acquisition of gaseous parameters be performed 
in a non-intrusive, real-time manner. In such situations, physical probes may not be used. 
Furthermore, in almost all situations non-intrusive measurements provide clear 
advantages. The focus of this research has been to investigate the selectivity, sensitivity,
Model: Journal o f Physics
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and other resolution criteria of wavelength modulation absorption spectroscopy for the 
purpose of applications like those given above.
1.1 BACKGROUND
In the past decade, there has been a surge in the use of continuous wave 
semiconductor lasers as optical probes for absorption spectroscopy. A primary reason is 
the availability of inexpensive, single-mode laser diode sources at various wavelengths in 
the infrared and near-infrared where many gas molecules have vibrational-rotational 
transitions. These lasers make ideal sources because they have stable operation at room 
temperature, are fiber-optic compatible, and can be easily wavelength tuned by injection 
current or temperature. Due to their sensitivity, selectivity, and convenience, 
semiconductor laser-based spectroscopic systems are currently used in many commercial 
industries, including pollution detection, atmospheric science, material processing, and 
biomedical engineering.
Along with the advancements in laser technology, innovative means of noise 
reduction have afforded semiconductor laser spectroscopy additional sensitivity. One 
such technique is sinusoidal modulation of the radiation frequency. The spectrally 
modulated radiation leads to a signal whose magnitude varies at the harmonics of the 
modulation frequency. When the signal is demodulated by a lock-in amplifier all spectral 
noise is eliminated except that located in a narrow bandwidth around the detection 
frequency. Furthermore, by employing high modulation frequencies, much of the 
amplitude fluctuation noise around the laser base-band, which is thought to be the 
primary contributor of 1/f noise, is avoided. With use of this type of modulation
technique, shot-noise-limited detection sensitivities are routinely achieved
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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There are several frequency modulation techniques including single-tone 
modulation, two-tone modulation, and schemes combining both amplitude and frequency 
modulations. One of the more commonly used methods is single-tone frequency 
modulation spectroscopy, where the radiation field is modulated at one frequency and 
detection is performed at this frequency or one o f its harmonics. The shape of the 
resulting signals, which depends on the modulation frequency and the harmonic detection 
order, are well known. Two-tone modulation spectroscopy involves modulation at two 
closely spaced frequencies. Detection in this case is carried out at the difference 
frequency between the two modulations and the resulting signals are significantly 
different from those of single-tone modulation^.
Typically, frequency modulation spectroscopy is given two separate designations 
depending on the modulation frequency. If the frequency is smaller than the width of the 
optical transition (5 I MHz), it is said to be wavelength modulation spectroscopy, and if 
larger ( r  1 GHz), it is called frequency modulation spectroscopy. Although the 
designation may appear to be trivial, there are distinct differences between the two 
spectroscopies, both in implementation and the resulting signals. In practice, frequency 
modulation spectroscopy is much more difficult to employ due to the microwave 
components necessary to modulate and demodulate at such high frequencies. 
Additionally, frequency modulation spectroscopy systems are typically bandwidth 
limited to first harmonic detection, whereas wavelength modulation systems are not. 
This is an important advantage of wavelength modulation spectroscopy because the 
harmonic detection signals have structures that resemble derivatives of the transition 
profile, whereas the frequency modulation spectroscopy signals do not have derivative
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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structure and can often be very complex. Furthermore, due to their derivative structure, 
the wavelength modulation signals carry information about the absorption transition that 
may otherwise be missed by performing detection at the first harmonic or employing 
direct absorption (no modulation).
This dissertation focuses on resolving overlapping gaseous spectra by employing 
single-tone wavelength modulation spectroscopy with semiconductor lasers. Wavelength 
modulation of various laser diodes, including Fabry-Perot, vertical cavity, and extemal- 
cavity lasers, is discussed along with the advantages and disadvantages of each. The 
harmonic detection signals are explored, and it is shown that these signals exhibit 
structure and magnitude variations that are extremely useful in many spectroscopic 
applications. In Chapter II, theoretical aspects o f  wavelength modulation are developed 
and the harmonic detection signals are derived. The methods discussed here are based on
our earlier theoretical and experimental results^-S performed during the course of a 
Master’s thesis.
1.2 M O TIVATIO N
Many molecules of interest to atmospheric studies have vibration-rotation 
transition bands in the near infrared and infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum. 
Often, the spectra of these various species overlap, making it difficult to identify the 
spectral contribution of one particular species. Commonly, such congested regions are 
avoided. It is the purpose of this research to demonstrate a technique that can be 
employed to resolve overlapping spectra with a great deal of accuracy.
The measurements being made for this project are primarily of molecular oxygen 
and, in particular, the near infrared atmospheric band of molecular oxygen called the A-
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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band. There is a vital need for accurate measurements of the line parameters in the 
oxygen A-band. The band is currently being used for remote sensing o f atmospheric 
temperatures on various spacebome instruments. For example, the Stratospheric Aerosol 
and Gas Experiment III (SAGE III) instrument flown under the US Mission to Planet 
Earth Program used the oxygen A-band to monitor the tropospheric, stratospheric, and 
mesospheric temperatures. Similarly, the Japanese spacebome instrument Improved 
Limb Atmospheric Spectrometer for Atmospheric Cartography (SCIAMACHY) and the 
Global Ozone Monitoring by Occultation of Stars (GOMOS) that flew on ENVISAT both 
used the oxygen A-band to measure the atmospheric temperature profiles. Therefore, 
accurate measurements o f the oxygen line parameters in the A-band are of great 
importance to the atmospheric sciences.
The A-band is composed of transitions between the rotational rungs of the zeroth 
vibrational quantum of the ground electronic state and those of the zeroth vibrational 
quantum in the first excited state (0<— 0 vibrational transition of b ‘2* «— X 3£~).
These transitions are electric dipole and electron spin forbidden but are magnetic dipole 
allowed. Hence, the band is very weak. In spite of this, the oxygen A-band has been 
studied extensively because of the presence o f oxygen in atmosphere. With the long path
lengths achievable through the atmosphere, researchers^- 1 1 were already studying the A- 
band of molecular oxygen and its isotopes in the late 1920s and early 1930s.
Wavelength modulation spectroscopy was employed with tunable diode lasers to 
make absorption measurements of oxygen lines^2,13 This technique involves 
wavelength modulation of the single-mode output from a semiconductor diode laser. The 
beam is passed through the gaseous sample o f interest and tuned in wavelength across an
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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absorbing transition. After passing through the sample, the beam is incident on a 
photodiode in the photovoltaic mode, and a voltage signal is recorded using phase- 
sensitive detection by a lock-in amplifier. Wavelength modulation spectroscopy differs 
from the usual direct absorption spectroscopy due to the signal processing involved. This 
signal processing removes a great deal o f the noise associated with an absorption 
measurement and also allows for demodulation at harmonics o f the modulation 
frequency. It turns out that, in the limit of a small modulation amplitude, harmonic 
detection produces signals that approximate the derivatives of the direct absorption 
signal, i.e., without an imposed wavelength modulation. This is an enormous advantage 
because the derivative-like nature amplifies small features in the absorption profile that 
otherwise may be missed. Therefore, sensitive measurements of fine structure in an 
absorption signal can be made using harmonic detection. One disadvantage of harmonic 
detection is that the magnitude of the absorption signal decreases with increasing 
harmonic order. Nonetheless, increased sensitivity can be achieved in certain 
experiments by choosing the optimum harmonic detection order. It will be shown that 
this optimum harmonic order depends on the experimental conditions, such as noise level 
and pressure, and in several cases is greater than the commonly used second harmonic.
The analysis begins in Chapter II with the theoretical development of wavelength 
modulation absorption spectroscopy. First, the signal is examined in the presence of pure 
wavelength modulation alone, then in the presence of wavelength and the inevitable 
simultaneous amplitude modulation, which is introduced with the use of diode lasers. 
Various quantitative analyses of wavelength modulation spectroscopy are given. 
Because the transition profile is very important, the wavelength modulation analysis is
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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followed by a detailed description of line shape profiles. Chapter II also provides a brief 
discussion of the oxygen A-band structure, as it is the focus of the measurements 
presented in this dissertation.
Chapter III presents the results of our line shape profile study. Our theoretical 
predictions are compared to the experimental results for the signal within the frequency 
domain as well as in the pressure domain. Chapter IV addresses the wavelength 
resolution and shows that wavelength modulation spectroscopy with higher harmonic 
detection is a powerful means of resolving overlapping spectra. Conclusive data are 
given in both chapters to prove that the method o f wavelength modulation spectroscopy 
presented here is much more sensitive and selective than traditional direct absorption 
spectroscopy, and in particular instances more sensitive than the commonly used second 
harmonic detection. Further, an argument is made to support the fact that for an 
individual experiment or measurement, there will be an optimal detection harmonic that 
will provide the greatest sensitivity and information. Our aim is to compare the method 
of higher harmonic detection with direct absorption and the commonly used second 
harmonic detection. The Dissertation is then brought to closure in Chapter V, where a 
summary of our conclusions is given, followed by an outline of future research directives 
for this project.
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CHAPTER II. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT
2. /  PRIN C IPLES OF WA VELENGTH  M ODULA TION SPECTRO SCO PY
There are many ways to modulate the frequency of a laser. W hile most 
modulation techniques result in both amplitude and frequency (or wavelength) 
modulation, certain methods lead to more of one than the other. Some methods impart 
virtually pure frequency modulation to the radiation field, whereas others generate 
frequency modulation while simultaneously introducing what may be considered 
“parasitic” amplitude modulation. Semiconductor lasers are very convenient sources for 
wavelength modulation spectroscopy because they are easily frequency modulated via 
injection current and temperature; therefore, the associated experimental apparatus can be 
quite compact and fiber compatible. The disadvantage of using injection-modulated 
lasers is that they are one of the sources that suffer from the parasitic amplitude 
modulation.
Methods such as electro-optic phase modulators and external cavity systems are 
favorable because they provide frequency modulation without amplitude modulation, at 
least in an ideal system. External cavity laser systems have a unique optical cavity 
design. The lasers in these systems have a high-reflection coating on the back facet and 
an anti-reflection coating on the front facet, so that the laser diode acts as a gain medium 
in contact with a highly reflecting mirror. The feedback for laser oscillation is then 
provided by an external cavity that either consists of a diffraction grating, in the Littrow 
configuration, or a diffraction grating and mirror, in the Littman ̂  configuration. In an
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ideal external cavity laser, there is only pure wavelength modulation and no amplitude 
modulation. However, the quality of the anti-reflection coating must be so high that it is 
often difficult to produce an external cavity laser that does not exhibit some simultaneous 
intensity fluctuations. Although capable of pure frequency modulation, external cavity 
lasers are not as convenient as injection-modulated laser diodes due to the high cost and 
bulky equipment required. One can usually accept the trade-off between the simplicity of 
an injection-modulated source and the unwanted amplitude modulation. Although in 
cases where extremely small concentrations of a particular species are to be measured, 
the amplitude modulation can augment the minimum detection limits of the experiment. 
With use of higher harmonic detection, though, the adverse affects of amplitude 
modulation can be combated.
Sinusoidal modulation 15,16 0f the center frequency of a laser can be described by 
co(t) = ojc + cos tomt , where /? is the amplitude of the frequency swing in radians per
second and is the modulation frequency, also in radians per second. In a wavelength 
modulation spectroscopy experiment, the center frequency, coc , is also slowly tuned over 
the absorption feature of interest with a period Tramp, where 2n ! T ramp « c o m. This
ramped and modulated beam is used to sample the absorbing medium. Using coherent, 
phase-sensitive detection, the absorption signal is demodulated at harmonics of the 
modulation frequency by a lock-in amplifier. The lock-in amplifier averages this signal 
over several periods of the modulation and produces the time varying signals, which are 
then analyzed on a desktop computer. The signal-to-noise ratio is increased by this 
process because of the time averaging and because detection is performed in a narrow 
bandwidth around higher frequencies, away from the laser base-band noise.
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In the next sections, we use these general concepts to formulate the theory of 
wavelength modulation spectroscopy employing tunable diode lasers. Two formulations 
are provided: one that examines the intensity under Beer-Lambert absorption using a 
Taylor series expansion of the modulated absorption coefficient and the other that gives a 
Bessel series expansion of the electric field. Both describe pure wavelength modulation, 
as well as wavelength modulation accompanied by simultaneous amplitude modulation.
2.1.1 TAYLOR SERIES APPROACH
To derive an expression for the wavelength modulation signal, one must start by
assuming the Beer-Lambert law, which describes the intensity o f light after passing
through length L of an absorbing medium.
d l , u  (1)
dz
Here a(cu) is the frequency dependent absorption coefficient of the absorbing medium. 
Assuming that a((o) is not a  function of intensity, we can express the absorption of 
light through a  length L of the medium as:
l(co) = [ 0c aia,,L (2)
where /„ is the incident intensity. Assuming the absorption is weak, that is a (c u )«  1, as 
is the case when probing most gaseous transitions, (2) can be approximated by:
/(ry)= l 0\\-nag{fo)L ] (3)
where n is the density of the absorbing species, a  is the integrated absorption cross 
section, and g{(o) is the line shape profile for the transition. This leads to an absorption
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signal of the form:
5 = l. Uo) l z = - n(j  g (co)L (4)
In an experiment where the probe is wavelength modulated, the line shape function 
depends on the time varying probe frequency as g(coc + P cos(a;m t ) ) . Because this is a
periodic, even function of oimt it can be expanded in a Fourier series as follows:
g{(oc + 0 cos(cam t)) = £  C v {(i)c )cos Ntomt (5)
,v=o
When demodulating the modulated absorption signal at one of the harmonics of the 
modulation frequency, the signal is mixed with a sinusoidal modulation at N qĵ  by a lock- 
in amplifier, thus producing harmonic detection signals that are proportional to the vV*h 
Fourier series coefficient. Using a Taylor series expansion of g(coc + Pcos(ajm t)) about
a)c , Myers and P u tzer^  have shown that the ./Vth coefficient of the complex Fourier 
series in Eq. (5) is given by:
<6 >" at! ^ ■*=o v 2 i ,
Here, fl*.* ,v is the coefficient of the Z*'^ term in the expansion for (Z2 - l)4, where Z = e/k, 
and the residue theorem has been used. From Eq. (4) through Eq. (6 ), it can be shown 
that in a wavelength modulation experiment, the detected signal using N*h harmonic 
detection i s ^ :
i* i
S»m = -n crL /0 (-1) z £
*=o
a  \ 2i+yv i
- 1   ! (7)
2 I *:!(* + AO! 5
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In this equation, [TV] = N  for even harmonics and [TV] = N -l for odd harmonics. 
Furthermore, g lk*N(a)c ) is the (2k  + AO01 derivative of the line shape function. In the
limit of P  —> 0 , the k = 0 term dominates, making S*m proportional to the N**1 derivative
of the transition line shape function. While this k = 0 term of Eq. (7) provides a good 
First-order approximation o f the observed signal, a larger number of terms must be 
included for precise characterization of spectral parameters. Additionally, if any 
amplitude modulation is present in the source, then Eq. (7) is insufficient, regardless of 
the number of terms included in the series.
In diode lasers modulated by injection current, both the wavelength and intensity 
of the laser beam vary with the current. Therefore, amplitude modulation occurs 
simultaneously with wavelength modulation. To account for both the wavelength and 
amplitude modulations, the electric field intensity is examined.
£■(/) = £:„{l + rcos(<ym/ + (/)}1/2 Jcos(eucr + — sin<wmo [  , (8)
I  J
In Eq. (8), the dimensionless coefficient r  is the magnitude of amplitude modulation, 
while COc is the center frequency of the laser, /? (in radians per second) is the amplitude 
of the wavelength modulation, and OJm is the imposed modulation frequency. Here, we 
have allowed a phase difference, iff, between the amplitude and wavelength modulations. 
This phase difference arises because the mechanics of the wavelength and intensity 
variation with current are different. In the range from DC to kilohertz, the primary 
contribution to the wavelength change originates from a thermal expansion due to power 
dissipation in the laser cavity, whereas the intensity variation is caused by a change in the
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carrier density. L e n th ^  has measured this phase and reports a v ^ ue 
formulation differs from ours by a phase of 71/2; he assumes that the intensity follows 
rfcosftjn/ + if/), whereas we assume r(cos&w + if/). Lenth’s measure1116111 t*ien
corresponds to a value of n  by our formulation, which we have fount! 10 Prov*de good 
agreement between experiment and theory.
Analogous to the amplitude modulation index, r, is the dimensi<>n,ess wavelength 
modulation index, m, defined as the ratio of to the normalized Dopplef *'ne w'dth ° f  ̂  
line shape profile (this expression will be given later). This parameter is important in the 
wavelength modulation spectroscopy signal because it is one of the infli,enlia* parameters 
in determining the structure of the harmonic detection signals.
It follows from Eq. (8) that the intensity incident on the absorbing medium is.
f(0  = -Jr fd t{ i + rcos(*ym/+ ( /) }  {cos(aic/ + — sin<ymm  » (9)T t I " m  J
1 j
where / „ = — , rj is the intrinsic impedance, and T = —  is the Pefiod. Then, 
2rj ojc
( 10)
recognizing that com«  coc , one obtains:
I  (t) = In {1 + r cos (a)m t  +  I f f ) } .
Therefore, in an absorption experiment, the intensity detected is:
/ =  /„{l + rco s(Wrar +vr)} exp[-/icrLg(twc + /?cos<ymr)]
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/ =  I„U  .....................................
+ r cos(a)mt +lff) .............
- n c r  L g ( w c + f}cosa)mt)
Term 1
Term 2
Term 3 ( 12)
-rn<T L cos iff cos ajmt g(coc + /?co s  a}mt )  Term 4
- r n a  Lsmif f  sin ojm t g(eoc + /3 cos a)m t ) .......Term 5]
When phase-sensitive detection is performed (with a lock-in amplifier), Term 1 gives no 
contribution, and Term 2 only yields a contribution r/2 when first harmonic detection is 
used. Term 3 is the component of the signal that is due to the presence of only 
wavelength modulation, and Terms 4  through 5 are additional contributions from the 
amplitude modulation, whose magnitudes depend on, iff, the phase difference between the 
amplitude and wavelength modulations.
The same approach 12 as that used in obtaining Eq. (7) is needed in order to 
evaluate Terms 4 through 8 under harmonic detection. It can be shown that, for N1*1 
harmonic detection, the absorption signal will consist of the following components 1^:
Term 3 = > - n < r L ( - i ) : (13)
^  f ( ( N - l ) , / U ) - £ f ( N + l , / U )Term4
U M I ,
i= |(N =0) t-Q
<t=0<N2l>
f  ( N - l ,  /? ,* )  ( 15>
*=0< N >1)
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In all the above equations f(N,/?,k) is given by:
f (N ,£,Jt) = £~>
\  ~  J
(2 k + N)!
g  (coc ) , (16)
where g2A+N is the (2k + N)tn derivative of the line shape function. Note that for odd 
harmonics [N] = N-I and [[N]] = N +l, while for even harmonics [N] = N and [[N]] = N.
Terms I through 5 provide the complete expression, accounting for both 
wavelength and simultaneous amplitude modulations, in a wavelength modulation 
spectroscopy experiment for any N 1̂ harmonic detection employed. Furthermore, when r 
= 0. Eq. (12) reduces to Eq. (7), describing pure wavelength modulation, as it should 
when there is no amplitude modulation. In this next section, the intensity of the laser was 
examined. In the next section, the electric field will be treated to derive the equations for 
of sinusoidal frequency modulation of a laser.
\th
2.1.2 BESSEL FUNCTION APPROACH
In general, the electric field of a laser can be written as follows:
E (0  = Eo exp(/' 0(t)), ( 17)
where 4>(t) = aiLt is the phase o f the electric field when the laser is biased above threshold 
and the emitted radiation is at a frequency, 2moL. If the electric field is sinusoidally 
modulated, the phase can be written as: <f>(t)=(oct + (/3/(om)s\neomt . This yields an
instantaneous frequency, aj(t) = 0(t) =a)c + f i c o s c o j , where f t  is the peak frequency
deviation in radians per second. The resulting electric field is:
E(t) = E„ exp i(Oct + I sin c o t ( 1 8 )
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Eq. (18) can be rewritten in series form, where the coefficients are n'h order Bessel 
functions:
In Eq. (19), the ratio M  = / ? / (Om is the so-called modulation index and is an important 
parameter in modulation spectroscopy, as it determines the structure of the electric field 
that samples the absorbing transition. In frequency modulation spectroscopy, M  is 
generally small because the modulation frequency is large (&*„ Av). The sidebands 
generated by the modulation in this case are spaced far enough apart that only a few 
sample the absorption feature. Thus, any changes in f t  or aim affect the shape of the 
signal. In wavelength modulation spectroscopy, however. A /is very large, usually 1000 
or greater. Consequently, the absorption feature is sampled by a dense spectrum of 
sidebands, all separated by aim. Because the modulation frequency is much less than the 
transition width ( aim «  AaiT ), neighboring side bands probe the transition at roughly the
same spectral frequency. When detected with a square-law detector, this results in a 
signal profile that takes a derivative shape. In wavelength modulation, the spacing of the 
side bands is dense enough that moderate changes in aim do not affect the signal shape. 
Therefore, it is common in wavelength modulation spectroscopy to redefine the 
modulation index as the ratio of peak frequency deviation to profile width, m = /? /A v , 
because even slight changes in this parameter affect the shape of the signal. Throughout 
this study, we have adopted the above definition o f modulation index, where we assume a 
normalized Doppler line width for Av. That is, m = f} l t± v D. A typical amplitude 
spectrum of the electric field in a wavelength modulation experiment is shown below in
£ < /> = £ „ J y . inajmt (19)
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Fig. 1 (a), where M  is approximately 4500. The center portion of the spectrum is shown 
in Fig. 1 (b). Notice the close spacing and relative magnitudes o f each component.
rL+OJ0
Laser F r tq in c y L aser Frequency
Fig. 1 Amplitude spectrum of the electric Field from a typical wavelength modulated laser where the ratio 
yS'tyn7tl. (a) Full spectrum, (b) Expanded scale o f center portion of spectrum.
When this type of spectrum probes an absorption feature, each component 
experiences a slightly different amount of absorption as described in the following
equation:
-a iiu ,  -rnmm ) g i n i u . t (20)
In Eq. (20), the absorber is assumed to follow the Beer-Lambert law, where 
a(co) = n a  Lg(co) is the absorption coefficient for the transition having a line shape profile 
described by 5j»(<y). Once the radiation has passed through the absorbing sample and is 
collected by a square-law detector, the resulting signal is proportional to the average 
intensity:
1 E m E ’ ico)} 
T  |  2/7
T \  2/7
' £ j n{ M ) e - a{tOL+n‘°") e iw^ nm-‘v ' £ j p { M ) e -a(w, +p<um +pu)m  )t
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cos ( n - p ) c o j  (21)
Here, T-2jtf(o^ is the of laser oscillation. As is seen in Eq. (21), frequency modulation of 
the radiation field leads to a detected absorption signal that varies at harmonics of the 
modulation frequency, where the N* harmonic is given by N = (n - p). Although not 
directly apparent from the above expression, this formulation yields derivative-like 
signals at harmonics of the modulation frequency when M  is large.
Semiconductor lasers such as Fabry-Perot and vertical cavity surface emitting 
lasers (VCSELs) can be tuned and modulated by both temperature and injection current. 
When these lasers are modulated by injection current, both the wavelength and intensity 
of the laser beam vary with the current. Therefore, amplitude modulation occurs 
simultaneously with the wavelength modulation. To account for both the wavelength and 
amplitude modulations, only a slight modification of Eq. (21) is required. This is given 
below in Eq. (22).
Here as above, the dimensionless coefficient r  is the magnitude of amplitude modulation 
and we have allowed for a phase difference, yr, between the amplitude and wavelength 
modulations.
2.2 WA VELENGTH M ODULATION SIG NALS
As an example of the typical wavelength modulation harmonic detection signals 
seen in an absorption spectroscopy experiment, Fig. 2 shows a Voigt model (this will be 
discussed in the following section) for a typical transition in direct absorption and in first
/  = / ,  (l + rcos(comt + y/)) £  £  J n {M )Jp {M ) c o s ( n  -  p )(O J  ( “ )
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through fifth harmonic detection. There are a few key features to notice about these 
signals. First, the direct absorption signal is a special case of the wavelength modulation 
spectroscopy; it is the zeroth harmonic. Second, because the harmonic detection signals 
have a derivative-like structure, the harmonic detection signal appears to be the Nth 
derivative of the direct absorption signal. This can be seen directly by comparing the N = 
1 and N = 0 signals. Third, each Nth harmonic detection signal, including the special case 
N = 0, has N+l turning points. This is useful in identifying the harmonic detection order 
as well as in recognizing overlapping spectral features 16,19. The fourth aspect of these 
signals is their symmetry. All the odd harmonics have odd symmetry with zero crossings 
at line center, ft*,, which can be exploited in measurements of transition line centers. The 
higher the harmonic detection order, the larger the slope at line center; therefore, the 
more precisely this frequency can be measured. The even harmonics all have a 
maximum at line center, which can be useful in detecting density and temperature
f l u c t u a t i o n s ^ ^  These advantages are a direct result of the derivative-like nature of 
wavelength modulation spectroscopy signals.
The last point to consider is that the signal magnitude decreases as the detection 
harmonic order increases. This decrease in signal magnitude must be outweighed by the 
advantages of using wavelength modulation spectroscopy with higher harmonic 
detection. Now, we shall consider these signals in the presence of wavelength 
modulation and simultaneous amplitude modulation.
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Fig. 2 Voigt models of pure wavelength modulation signals for direct absorption spectroscopy (N=0) and 
wavelength modulation spectroscopy, first through fifth harmonics (N=I trough 5). The vertical scale is 
absorption and the horizontal scale is wavelength. Here m = 1.2 and r  = 0.
The harmonic detection signals in the presence of both wavelength and amplitude 
modulation are shown in Fig. 3. The amplitude modulation index and phase used were 
values typical for a wavelength modulation spectroscopy experiment, r = 0.031 and 
yr = n, and all other parameters were kept the same as those used in Fig. 2. There are 
clear differences between these signals and those of Fig. 2. It can be seen from Eq. (12) 
and Eq. (22) that when phase-sensitive detection is performed, the first harmonic signal
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has a dc contribution from the amplitude modulation. Although this dc shift only occurs 
in first harmonic, all the harmonics show evidence of amplitude modulation in their 
signal structure. Notice how the even harmonic detection signals (N = 2 and 4) in Fig. 2 
are symmetric about the transition line center. The odd harmonics have odd symmetry, 
yet in both cases, the corresponding turning points on either side of line center have the 
same magnitude. This is a characteristic of pure wavelength modulated signals. When 
amplitude modulation is included in the calculation, the signals become distorted and no 
longer possess this lobe symmetry. It is seen in Fig. 3 that first harmonic rides on a dc 
and that all the harmonics have slightly smaller lobes on the long wavelengths (right) side 
of line center (this asymmetry is more visible in the even harmonics). The larger the 
amplitude modulation index, the larger the distortion will be.
When modulating semiconductor lasers via injection current, the amplitude 
modulation index is usually small enough that the harmonic detection signals greater than 
first harmonic deviate only slightly from the structure o f the pure wavelength modulation 
signals. Hence, the harmonic detection signals retain their derivative-like structure. It is 
common in wavelength modulation spectroscopy to use second harmonic detection for 
spectroscopic measurements, because the background in first harmonic is nonzero. One 
of the primary objectives of this dissertation research was to show that there are distinct 
advantages to using harmonic detection orders greater than the commonly used second. 
The next section discusses in detail transition line shape profiles. Use o f the appropriate 
transition model is crucial in analyzing the experimental data.
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Fig. 3 Voigt models o f wavelength modulation signals with simultaneous amplitude modulation for 
harmonic detection orders first through sixth harmonics (N=l trough 6). The vertical scale is absorption 
and the horizontal scale is wavelength. Here, m = 1.2, r = 0.031, and i / -  7L
2.3 T R A N SITIO N  LIN E SH A PE PROFILES
There are numerous line shape profiles that have been used to model the transition 
probability distributions of absorption lines, for example; Lorentzian, Gaussian, Voigt,
Galatry-1, R a u t i a n - S o b e l ’ m a n ^  weak-collision and strong-collision models, speed-
dependent Berman23, and many others. Each of these models accounts for the 
broadening mechanisms that act on the absorbing or emitting transition in a slightly
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different way. In general the Lorentzian and Gaussian profiles form the basis for the 
more sophisticated profiles, such as the Voigt, Rautian-Sobel’man, Galatry, and Berman. 
For this reason, the Lorentzian and Gaussian profiles are described in detail here. After 
this, a detailed derivation of the Rautian-Sobel’man weak-collision and strong-collision 
profiles is provided that closely follows the treatment given by Rautian and S o b e l ’ m a n " .  
This detailed derivation is provided because an investigation of these profiles was 
performed to determine which model is the most appropriate for the oxygen transitions 
measured in this research. The profile investigation is discussed in Chapter ID. Next, the 
transition line shape profiles are derived.
Many dynamic variables contribute to the broadening of spectral lines. These 
variables and their contributions depend on the physical environment in which the 
absorbing or emitting transition occurs. For example, one would expect slightly different 
spectral profiles for a molecule colliding with other molecules of the same species (self­
broadened), as compared to when it is colliding with molecules of a foreign species 
(foreign-broadened). The objective of this section is to address general aspects of various 
broadening mechanisms, identifying which models are appropriate for some commonly 
occurring physical situations. In this regard, the work of Rautian and Sobel'man 22,24 js 
reviewed in a manner suitable for the research described in this dissertation.
We begin by looking at inhomogeneous broadening, such as Doppler broadening, 
and explore the limits under which this broadening acts alone. Next, we review 
broadening by collisions alone and then combine these two effects. Combining the 
effects of collisions and Doppler broadening yields an interesting result; the very same 
collisions that lead to broadening in this model can also lead to narrowing. Each of these
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aspects is considered in the formulation of a general line shape profile that holds for a 
wide range of physical conditions. Again, this derivation closely follows that o f Rautian 
and Sober man 22,24
2.2.1 DOPPLER BROADENING
The Doppler effect, where a frequency shift occurs when an object is moving with 
respect to the observed reference frame, leads to broadening in transition profiles. It is 
one of the most predominant forms of broadening in the low-pressure regime where 
mean-free-paths are typically large. In this regime, an oscillator with intrinsic frequency 
(D0 moving at velocity v with respect to an observer will have an observed frequency of 
co = (oa + kv , where k  =<Dn / c is the wave vector of the oscillator. Each oscillator has an
individual effect on the frequency broadening of the transition line. Here every oscillator 
contributes a Doppler shifted frequency component proportional to its thermal velocity, 
making this an inhomogeneous type of broadening. The contribution of each atom or 
molecule to the spectral broadening scales the line shape according to the relative 
abundance. The intensity profile for a collection of such moving oscillators is, therefore, 
assumed to take the same shape as the velocity distribution of the collection in the ray 
direction as follows:




ti d (0d v  = --------
k
Here, W ( v )  is the assumed velocity distribution, k  is the propagation wave vector and 
I {(d ) is the frequency dependent intensity distribution.
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If the velocity distribution is Maxwellian and the oscillators do not collide, then 
the intensity distribution is given as follows:
l(co)dco = W
CO — CO,, dco _  1 
k J x
exp f  0)-0)„ } dco




/  \ 
[ Of-Ofa ^
•>
A conV D )
(24)
(25)
where v  is the average velocity and k v  = AcoD is the effective width.
The above equation is the typical Gaussian (Doppler broadened) profile. The 
implicit assumption is that the velocity o f each oscillator remains constant for an infinite
amount of time - 2, which implies that each oscillator contributes a single frequency, 
co = ft>„(l + v / c ) . If the oscillators undergo collisions, the observed frequency will
acquire a width that is on the order of Aco(M ~ 1 / r cM, where rcM is the mean time 
between collisions. The validity o f the Doppler profile is contingent on condition that 
this collision-broadened width is much less than the Doppler shift, that is 
Acx)rM «  coov / c . This is the equivalent of requiring that the mean-free-path be much
greater than the wavelength of light, 27tL» A . When these conditions hold, the 
Gaussian profile adequately describes broadening of the spectral profile. In the visible 
region of the spectrum, these conditions are strictly held only well below atmospheric 
pressures. If the motion of the oscillators is restricted for any reason, such as by 
collisions with other particles or with the walls of a container, the influence of Doppler
broadening will be different.
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2.2.2 COLLISIONS BROADENING
In collision broadening, the wavefunctions of the molecules endure a random 
series of dephasings by elastic collisions with other molecules in the gas. These elastic 
collisions are assumed to occur instantaneously and lead to broadening in the frequency 
domain. The Lorentzian line shape is generally used to model such broadening. It is 
assumed that the effect of collisions on the intensity profile is homogeneous in nature, 
where all oscillators have a collective behavior, affecting the broadening of the spectral 
line in exactly the same way. In this section, the intensity profile for collision broadened 
transitions is derived, beginning with the following assumptions: (1) The relative motion 
of the atom and the perturbing particle is quasi-classical, (2) Broadening results from 
collisions involving only binary interaction, (3) The perturbations are adiabatic, i.e., the 
process is completely reversible and collisions do not induce transitions between different 
states, (4) The collision time is much smaller than the mean time between collisions and 
therefore the collisions can be assumed to be instantaneous. These assumptions establish 
the simplest possible scenario by which collision broadening can be described.
W ith these assumptions, we now consider what happens when an oscillator 
collides with another particle. During a collision, the perturbing particle produces an 
external field on the oscillator, which causes the energy levels and frequency of the 
oscillator to vary in time. As a rule, the interaction of an oscillator with surrounding 
particles is taken into account only as a perturbation of the internal motion of the 
oscillator; that is, as a change in the phase and amplitude of its vibrations. These 
perturbations cause a broadening of the spectral line. Consider the following function 
that describes this perturbation:




i e o j+ i  JV (r’) /r’ = exp [ico0t + irj{t)) (26)
Here, ft*, is the unperturbed oscillation frequency. K ( t )  is the frequency shift and TJ(t) is
the corresponding phase shift of the oscillator caused by interaction with surrounding 
particles. The power spectrum of G{1) can be found by Fourier analysis as to take the 
following form:
I (of) = limr-*-
j  t / z
—  J  G(t)exp(-iax)dt
2nT - T / 2
(27)
which can be rewritten as.








We assume that under the influence of collisions both K i t )  and r j ( t )  will be 
stationary, random functions of time. Since G(t) is a function of rj(t), it may also be 
considered a stationary, random function. In such a case, one can expect the time 
average, ( g ‘(t)G(t + r)^ , to be equal to the statistical average of the assembly at a given
point in time. Making this substitution at / = 0, yields the following equation for the 
correlation function, d>(z):
d>(r) = (G*(0)G(r)) 
= (exp[/i7( r)J
(30)
where T ){T ) =  j K ( r ) d t \ (3 1 )
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With this expression for the correlation function, we are now ready to consider various 
types of collisions. First, we will consider collisions that adhere to the impact 
approximation.
This approximation is based on the assumption that the broadening of a line is the 
result only of collisions that disrupt the coherence of the oscillator. It is further assumed 
that the duration of a collision is very small compared to the time between collisions; 
therefore, the collision can be assumed to be instantaneous. With the assumption of 
instantaneous collisions, one can neglect effects o f  radiation during collisions and treat 
the collisions as producing only a phase shift in the wave train of the oscillator. Because 
the phase shift occurs in an infinitesimal time period, the shift is independent of the 
overall phase. This statistical independence does not hold when the collision time is 
finite. Use of the impact approximation to describe spectral broadening leads to the 
Lorentzian profile, which will be derived now.
A functional form for the correlation function can be found by examining the 
elemental change in the correlation function over a small interval, At. This change will 
be
AcD(r) =<!>(/ + r)-<D (r) (32)
= (exp[/ rj(r + A r)]) -  (exp[i /;(r)])
where rtft+Ar) can be expanded in the following way:
f+Ar
t]{t  + A t ) = j/c(t')dt'
0
r  Ar
=JV (/’) r + J  * ('’) * ’
0 r
= tj{t ) + ti( A t )
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We can define A/7 as the total phase change produced by collisions during the time 
interval Ar, that is A/7 = r j{A t) , and then the change in the correlation function becomes
A<t>(r) = (exp[//7(r)]exp[iA/7 J  -  (exp[//7( r ) J  (33)
Since A/7 does not depend on rj(T), they are statistically independent and the change in 
the correlation function takes the following form:
A4»(r) = (exp[i tj(t )])(exp[/A Ti\j -  (exp[//7(r)])
= (exp[' ;/(r )I)((expt,’A;?]> -  0  (34)
= -<t>(rXl-exp[fA/7])
If the number of collisions per unit time with impact parameter p , in cm, and 
velocity v = v tx +  vvy +  v.£ , in cm/s, is given by P(p,v)dpdv , then the number of
collisions during a time interval A r is given by P(p,v)dpdv  A r . (Note: bold notation
indicates a vector.) If we further denote the phase change produced by such collisions as 
0 ,  then for collisions with collision parameters p  and v
(l-exp[/A /7̂ v = A rJ [ l- e x p ( /0 )]p(/>,v>/p£/v. (35)
Accounting for all collisions in a collection o f perturbing particles with density N  having 
a velocity distribution J{v), givens:
00 00
(l -expl/A /7]} = A r A(J v f(v )dv  2x j  p \ i  -ex p (/0 )]t//C»
0 0 (36)
00
= A r A/J v f{v)dv 2jzJ /? [ l—cos(/0 )—/ sin{i0)\ip
0 0
We can define the following parameters:
<r’= 2/rJ p[\ -c o s (  i0)]dp (37)
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a " -  2srf p[s\n{i<p)\ip. (38)
0
Then, Eq. (33) takes the following form
A4>(r) =-4>(r)Ar(v(<7-/<r"))Ar.
Hence, in the limit of A r —> 0 it follows that
^ ( r) = -<fr(r)/v(v(cr-i<7")) (40)
and **>(*■) =exp[— Af(v(cr-/<y”))r] = exp
( y  '
- - / A
L- V ~  J
(41)
where y  = 2N (v<t *) ^42)
and A = A (4.3 ̂
With this expression for the correlation function, we can now derive the power spectral 
density.
/ (« )  = -£ -----------------l- ------------- (44)
27t {(o-(oo — A)- + (y /2)"
This profile is commonly known as the Lorentzian line shape function. It has two
effective cross sections: a width cross section, <r' , and a shift cross section, tr" . y!2 is
the impact width and A is the impact shift. The width results from the real component of
the phase change and the shift arises from the imaginary part. The values of the two
cross sections, a '  and a " , depend on the type of collision. For example, collisions of
heavy particles often are not accompanied by quenching, that is the imaginary component
of the phase shift is negligible, and therefore no shift r e s u l t s " .  Notice that shift and 
width can be determined from the following formula:
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^  -  /A = J  P{p, v )[l -  e'° \ipdv  (45)
We will find this relation useful later on in deriving a general form of the intensity for 
collisions that involve changes in velocity in addition to changes in phase.
The duration of the collisions is an important factor in determining the broadening 
o f spectral lines and governs the validity o f the assumptions made. Recall from the 
discussion above that if the collision time, St, is much less than the time between 
collisions, rc„n, then collisions are assumed to be instantaneous. Instantaneous collisions 
cause instantaneous interruptions in the internal motion o f the oscillator, resulting in a 
phase change of its wave train. This instantaneous phase interruption contributes in the 
wings of the spectral profile, as will be shown below. Use of the impact approximation 
to describe broadening that does not fall under this condition, S t «  tcou , can lead to an 
overestimate o f the magnitude of the profile in the wings 13.
2.2.3 EFFECTS OF COLLISIONS ON DOPPLER BROADENING
To appreciate the effects of collisions on the Doppler profile, one must consider 
the effects o f collisions on a collection o f oscillators characterized by a particular 
distribution function. Consider the distribution function f ( r , v , t ) that describes the 
relative number of particles in a six-dimensional phase space (r, v) with position r  and 
velocity v at time t. The dynamics of this distribution can be understood by examining 
the one-dimensional phase space in Fig. 4 below.





Fig. 4 One-dimensionai vx-x phase space, illustrating the Boltzmann equation-^.
As the distribution function evolves in time, particles flow in and out of the fixed 
area, dv^dx, through the sides 1, 2, 3, and 4 by steady changes in position (through 1 and 
3) and/or velocity (through 2 and 4). Such a distribution is subject to obey the continuity 
equation, where in a time dt, the change in the number of particles must be accounted for 
by the particle flow into and out of dvxdx. Consider the flux of particles into dvxdx 
through side 4 in a time dt, which will result from changes in velocity due to some 
macroscopic force:






The flux out of dv^dx through side 2 in a time dt, is given by:
a x (*. vx + dv< d ) f { x ,  vx + dvx ,t)dxd t.
Similarly, the flux into side I and out of side 3 result from changes in position and can be 
described, respectively, as follows:
vx f ( x , v x ,t)dvxdt (4g)
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vt f ( x  + dx, vx, t)dvxd t . (49)
The total change in the number of particles in a time t to / + dt is, therefore, given by the 
sum of the fluxes:
I f  (-^ V ' , t ) - f { x , v x,t  + dt )\Lxdv t = [ax (.x , vx , t ) f ( x ,  vx, t ) - a x{x, vx +dvx,t) f { x ,  vx + dvx, t)]dxdt
+ [ v j { x ,  vx , t ) - v xf ( x  + dx, V ,  ,t)]dvxdt
Dividing throughout by dxdvtdt gives:
We can assume that the velocity is not a function of the position. Also, we can take the 
following functional from for the acceleration, a x = Fx / m ,  whence,
3 /  F* d f  d /—  = —~ ^ — + v —  (51)
dr m dvx x dx ( }
This can be easily expanded to three dimensions to give-^:
4 - f ( r , v , t )  + v - V rf ( r , v , t )  + —  V vf ( r , v , t )  = 0 (52)
dt m
The evolution of the distribution function with time must obey this continuity equation.
Hence, given an initial cond ition ,/(r,v ,0 ), for the distribution at time / = 0, the
distribution can be solved for using this equation, which is known as the collisionless
Boltzmann eq u a tio n ^ . One such initial condition that will be used throughout this
formulation is
f ( r ,v ,0 )  = W (v)S(r),  <53>
where it is assumed at t = 0 the particles are localized with an initial velocity distribution
W (v).
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In addition to this gradual evolution of the particles in phase space, particles can 
quickly appear and disappear from the phase space due to interparticle collisions.
The term on the right-hand side o f Eq. (54) is known as the collision integral. This 
collision integral can take one of many functional forms depending on the nature of the 
collisions. In general, it is not easy to find the functional form of the collision integral,
solution for the collision integral by solving Eq. (54) under the assumption that the 
distribution is close to statistical equilibrium.
For now, we will assume that the particle’s position does not change during a 
collision, and hence, the particle can only leave the one-dimensional phase space through 
changes in velocity (sides 1 and 4). This is the instantaneous collision assumption. 
Under this assumption the collision integral represents the net change in the number of 
particles with velocity between v and v + dv per unit volume, per unit time that result 
from collisions and can be written in the following form22:
Here A(v,v’ ) is the probability per unit time of collisions involving a velocity change 
from v to v’ and A(v’ , v) is the probability per unit time of collisions involving a velocity 
change from v’ to v. Basically, in our simple one-dimensional phase space, this is the 
equivalent of counting all particles that are scattered into the distribution / ( r ,  v,t)  by
cu ll
(54)




collisions, J[A (v, ,v ) / ( r ,v , ,f)]dv’ , and subtracting all particles that are scattered out.
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J[A (v ,v ’ )f  ( r ,v , t ) \ iv ’ . The validity o f this assumption holds so long as during the time
of the collision, St, the change in the particle’s coordinates is considerably smaller than
the wavelength and Sr\s  short compared to the time scale of evolution for f ( r , v , t ) .  S t
f ( r , v , t ) .  However, questions will arise later regarding the validity of the first 
assumption, especially in the visible frequencies. For the time being, though, the 
derivation will proceed under this assumption.
Now, going back to the correlation function, which is an average over the 
assembly, given by:
the intensity distribution can be determined by taking the space-time Fourier transform of 
the distribution function f ( r , v , t ) .  That is,
Using the above transformation on the Boltzmann equation yields the following result:
is on the order of IO' 13 seconds and is definitely short compared the evolution time of
(56)
= Jd v J  exp[/& - r ( r ) ] / ( r ,  v,t)dr
and the resulting intensity profile, given by:
(57)
(58)
F(k,v ,<y) = — f f ( r ,v , t ) c x p [ - i (a j t - k - r ) ] d r  = F { / ( r ,v , r ) } .  (59)
7t J
where
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Let us first consider the case where no collisions occur, the collision integral is 
zero. Setting the left-hand side of Eq. (60) to zero we get.
F(k,  v, a)) =
ly co -v -k )
(62)
For a Maxwellian distribution, this gives the usual Doppler profile where Vt is the 
velocity component along the k  direction.
I  {to) = Re J  ■( W ^ ' i \ dvJ i(co -v  k ) J'{ ■
4n&(oD
exp
/  \ 
CO
-»
A coD\  D J
(63)
The functional form of the collision integral determines the deviation of the spectral 
profile from the Doppler line shape. In the next two sections we consider the influence of 
collisions on Doppler broadening, beginning with the model for Brownian motion, a 
model that can be used to describe weak collisions. Following this, the effects of strong 
collisions are investigated.
2 .2 .3 .I  W EAK C O LLISIO N S
The model that most accurately describes weak collisions is the Brownian 
movement model. It is best depicted as the scattering of a heavy oscillator by light 
perturbing particles but can also be applied to the case of small angle scattering. 
Brownian motion, a term which was first coined for the work of biologist Robert Brown,
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was used by Einstein as evidence of the atomic nature of m atter^ . Often, a
phenomenological model o f Brownian motion is obtained by writing Newton’s equations 
of motion for a massive particle in a fluid system, where the effect of the fluid is to add a 
friction force proportional to the velocity and a random force due to random density 
fluctuation in the fluid. In this case the collision integral takes the form of the diffusion
Here vcM is the effective collision frequency, defined by the time f rM = 1 / v cM it takes 
for a particle to loose its initial velocity, and v  is the average thermal velocity. In this 
model it is assumed that the collision frequency, v cM, does not depend on the velocity. 
The first term on the right hand side of Eq. (64) above represents the friction force 
exerted on the Brownian particle by the background. The second term corresponds to the 
random force of collisions.
Substituting Eq. (64) into the Boltzmann equation and bearing in mind the initial 
conditions, it is possible to obtain--,
approximation-?,
(64)
4>(r) = exp -  — 2- {vcoll r  -1  + exp(- v cM r)) 
2v-
(65)
n  & ( o l - 2 i v ci>lIco
H I ;  1 +
V
(66)
Here H(a; b ; -) is the confluent hypergeometric function and is given by the following
expansion:
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H ( a ; 6 ; c ) = l  + — -  +a  z  a(a  +  l) z~ + a(a  +  l)(a + 2) z 3 + (67)
b 1! b(b + Y) 2! 6(6 + !)(£ + 2 ) 3!
This profile takes the same functional form as that given by G alatry-l, wh0 uses a 
diffusion type analysis to account for the simultaneous Doppler and foreign gas 
broadening. The profile described by Galatry is given below:
1= —= R e ]  f d r  exp
v f  r
. a) y
- i  r — - —
A coD AcoD
T + [l -  Vrc T -  exp(- vcM r )] 
2 v ' , (68)
Assuming the oscillators have a Maxwellian velocity distribution, in the limit of 
v cutl —» 0 in Eq. (66) we recover the Doppler profile, Eq. (25). When v roll * 0 , but is still
much less than the Doppler width, v coll «  AcoD, the intensity profile deviates from the
Doppler line shape. At frequencies close to line center, we find
1
ta
f  -> v
1 +  “
c O r
to l l (69)
AcoD
It is seen here that the peak value of the intensity profile increases monotonically with 
collisions. The behavior the intensity profile away from line center, (i.e., in the wings of 
the profile) can be found from the asymptotic expansion of the Eq. (66) given b e l o w 2 8 ;




(  v \v aAl
A (Or
-r  \ -(O
A to, 2nco* CO
(70)
At frequencies far from line center, co »  AtoD »  v cM , the first term of the asymptotic
expansion can be dropped and the only surviving component from the second term is
/(© )«  V“a* a,° 1 VraU*mD
2 n co x y fn A to D 2 ^ / ttc o *
(71 )
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Hence, the effect of collisions with small collision frequency on Doppler broadening of a 
spectral profile is to increase the intensity at line center as well as in the wings of the 
profile.
As the pressure increases, the collision frequency increases and in the limiting 
case of v cM »  A(oD it can be shown that the profile takes the following form:
to v^ , , and the intensity profile takes on the form o f the Lorentzian line shape with a 
width, y o * lhat is inversely proportional to the collision frequency.
At frequencies away from line center, Eq. (72) follows the asymptotic expansion. 
Consequently, the wings of the intensity profile under conditions of Brownian motion are 
described by Eq. (71) for all values o f collision frequency, v cM.
Since the mean-free-path is roughly equal to the ratio o f the average velocity to 
the collision frequency, L = v  / v colt, the width of this profile decreases with increasing 
density, as given by
(72)
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Hence, at high densities or large collision frequencies, the linewidth can become I jiL  / A 
times narrower than the Doppler width. Dicke 29 first predicted this result in 1953, by 
presenting the model of a radiating atom having velocity, v, confined to a box with 
dimensions, a. He showed classically and quantum mechanically that the spectrum 
emitted by such a particle would be narrowed substantially compared to the Doppler 
width when the wavelength o f emission was much greater than the confinement length, a.
The strong collision model differs from the weak collision (Brownian motion) 
model in that this model describes the perturbation of a light oscillator by a heavy 
particle. Recall that the Boltzmann collision integral can be written in the following
form:
Here, A(v,v’ ) is the probability per unit time of collisions involving a velocity change 
from v to v \  To get the collision frequency as a function of velocity A(v, v’) can be 
integrated over v’ to give:
The first term of the collision integral then becomes —v faU / ( r ,v , r ) ,  which describes the
number of collisions scattered out of the distribution. Substituting this into the collision 
integral gives the following Boltzmann equation:
2.2.3.2 STR O N G  CO LLISIO N S
=  - J  [A(v, v* ) / ( r ,  v, t )  -  A(v', v ) / ( r ,v ’ , t)]dv (74)
v c„,i 00  = J A{v’V’)dv’ (75)
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The solution to this equation can be found by using the following space-time Fourier 
transform given by Eq. (59). Transformation of the Boltzmann equation yields,
id) F (k ,v ,(o ) -v  k  F {k ,v ,(o )+ vcoll F{k,v,(o) = J  A (v \v)F(k, v ’ ,a))dv’ + W{v)
F(k,v,(o) = ---------- 7—-------- -T f A(v’ ,v )F {k ,v ’ ,a))dv’ +------- }^(y)------- (77)
Vcou + i{ c o - v - k ) J v raU + i{ (o -v - k )
To solve Eq. (77), we must know the functional form of A (v ',v ). We can 
derive an expression for A(v’ ,v) in closed form if we assume that the velocity of the 
particle after collision is independent o f the velocity before collision, that is, A(v’ ,v) is 
independent of v’— . Under this assumption, A(v’ , v) = A(v) can be found by solving the
Boltzmann equation in the limit of statistical equilibrium ^. At equilibrium the 
distribution is stationary, / ( r ,v , r )  —»W (v ) , and hence ( 3 / /3 t ) rfV/ = 0 , giving the 
following form for A (v):
~ vraii W(v) + J [A ( v ) / ( r , v , ,/)]rfv, = 0
My)=VroUW (V)- (78)
Therefore in the strong collision model, the probability for a range of velocities resulting 
from collisions is determined by the equilibrium distribution. Plugging this expression 
into Eq. (77) gives
F(k,v,a>) =  J  F( k , v \ a t ) d v ' +  ^ ---- — O 9)
Vo" + i { c o - v k ) J vcoll+ i { a ) - v k )
Then, using Eq. (58) gives the following functional form for the intensity profile for a 
collection of oscillators that are subject to hard collisions.
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l(co) =  Re
is W{v)dvVcou +i{a>-v k )
W(v)dv
v coii + i{ (o -v - k )
(80)
The numerator of Eq. (80) expresses the spectrum of an oscillator that undergoes 
collisions, where the wave-train is broken up into a sequence of incoherent trains of 
duration 1 t v rM each having a Doppler shifted frequency, a) = eoo + kv .  The 
denominator reflects the narrowing effects o f collisions on the oscillator’s spectrum. 
Since, coherence is lost in a time, t*, corresponding to the motion of the oscillator over a 
distance AJlit, all emission within this time period can interfere. When the mean-free- 
path is large, L»AJ27t, the interference o f successive trains can be ignored. However, 
when the collision frequency is large (the mean-free-path is small), the interference 
between successive trains acts to narrow the profile. As revealed in the denominator of 
Eq. (80), the larger the collision frequency the larger the narrowing effect. When the 
collision frequency is small, v cM « A c o D, the second term in the denominator can be 
neglected with respect to unity and the numerator tends toward the usual Doppler profile.
If W(v) is an equilibrium distribution function, the intensity profile can be 
written in a more general form.
/(«;) =








y Ao)D ’ AcoD
(81)
where. r ' d t (8 2 )
Jt _ „ x + iy - t
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Let us examine the limits of Eq. (81). In the limit o f v  —» 0 , Eq. (81) goes to the 
standard Doppler profile. When the collision frequency is finite but small, v cM «  A(oD, 
the intensity profile, can be found by taking an expansion of Eq. (81) in powers of 
/ Aw D and a)/ A(oD . At line center, this expansion results in the following:
1 '  . i t - 2  v cM \I T (83)
Comparing Eq. (83) to the analogous expression derived for the case o f weak collisions, 
Eq. (69), it is seen that these two expressions differ only in the scaling factor for 
vcM / AtoD , which is nearly twice as large in Eq. (83). It turns out, consequently, that 
when v cM ~ v cM strong collisions are about twice as effective in narrowing the profile
compared to weak collisions-^-. An expression for the wings of the profile can by found 




2-Jn \ A (Op
(84)
It is seen that when (o »  A(oD »  vCM, the wings of the strong collision model are given 
by Eq. (71) for the weak collision model. Furthermore, in the case when v cM »  A(oD, 
Eq. (84) holds over all frequencies. Hence, at high collision frequencies (high densities) 
v,-m 'Vr„ii » A ( od , both the strong and weak collision models lead to the same profile, 
where in the limiting case of L « A / 2 j z , the central part o f the line is described by the 
Lorentzian profile (see Eq. (73)). The difference in the two models arises in the central
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part of the intensity distribution at moderate values of collision frequency, where the 
strong collision model shows more effective narrowing.
As was shown previously, broadening due to interaction can be simultaneously 
accounted for with Doppler broadening quite easily when the two are considered 
statistically independent. In this case, a simple convolution of the Lorentzian Eq. (44) 
and Dicke narrowed Doppler profile Eq. (80) results in the following general spectral 
profile.
2.2.4 SIMULTANEOUS DOPPLER AND COLLISION BROADENING
(STATISTICAL INDEPENDENCE)
In general, it is assumed that broadening due to interaction and that due to the 
Doppler effect are statistically independent, because they originate from different 
physical mechanisms. Here, we will proceed under this assumption to derive one of the 
most widely used profiles, the Voigt profile. In most cases, the Voigt profile models the 
actual transition profile with a sufficient accuracy to be used in moderate resolution 
experiments. There are some cases where this profile can be applied to high-resolution 
experiments; the accuracy of the Voigt profile however depends on the absorbing species 
and its environment.
As has been shown, broadening of a spectral line due to the interaction of an 
oscillator with surrounding particles can be described by the Lorentzian dispersion 
profile. Conversely, the broadening due to the translational motions of a group of 
oscillators is given by the Gaussian Doppler profile. Accounting for these two types of 
broadening simultaneously becomes very simple when they are assumed to be 
statistically independent. In this case, the correlation function of each individual profile
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can simply be multiplied to give a correlation function that accounts for both types of 
broadening.
<t>v.( r )  = <l>t (r)<J>G(r) (85)
Conversely, the intensity profile can be found by convolving the two profiles.
Iy{(0)= J
I v {(o) = 1 1L {(i) -  (o')lG (co")dco'










= Re V r o ll  +i{(0 -V  k)
W{v)dv
v coll +i{a)-v  k)
(87)
As v ratt —> 0 , assuming W(y) is a normal Maxwellian distribution, this equation
tends to:
dco'y exp
I v {eo)= J-
f CO
*» “
U < B „J
27ZitzAcor (co -A -co ' )2 +
(88)
This is the well-know Voigt line shape profile. We can simplify the integral by defining 
the following dimensionless parameters.
, b 7 dy exp[- y 1]
'vV-*/-  _ 3/ 2a J t c-M , ->7t AcoD ^ [ x  — y  — S)  +b~
(89)
where b = x  = CO S  = and y  =
OJ
2A a)D A coD A cod '  Awc
It must be noted, though, that as the collision frequency goes to zero, so does the 
dispersion width y (see Eq. (44)). Hence as the density and collision frequency decrease, 
Eq. (89) actually tends toward the Gaussian profile. When the density and collision
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frequency are finite, but v cM, y  «  A<md , the profile maintains a Gaussian form, but has 
slightly narrowed width when y  < v coll and conversely has a slightly broadened width 
when y  > v cM. As the collision frequency increases to v cM, y  »  Aa)D, the central part 
of the line takes the Lorentzian shape, having a width and a shifted line center determined 
solely by the phase change during co llis io n s^ .
The profile in Eq. (89) was derived under the implicit assumption that collisional 
broadening and Doppler broadening are statistically independent, which effectively 
mandates that y and A are independent o f velocity, v. The validity of this assumption 
only holds when the mean-free-path is much greater than the wavelength of light, 
2nL »  A . When the pressure and the collision frequency are small, the Gaussian profile 
adequately describes the Doppler broadening, given a Maxwell velocity distribution, and 
the Lorentzian adequately describes impact broadening, hence, the convolution of the two 
profiles describes both type of broadening.
In the general case, however, the role of collisions in broadening spectral lines is 
considerably more complex because collisions can change the nature of the translational 
motion of the oscillator, while simultaneously perturbing its internal states. Furthermore, 
at optical frequencies, the motion of the oscillator cannot be considered negligible on the 
time scale of the collisions, Sr. The resulting effect is an increase in the shift of the line 
center. When the inverse of the collision time is comparable to the transition frequency, 
the line center shift will be large. W hen it is much smaller than the transition frequency, 
the line center shift will be small and the collision will contribute to the wings o f the 
profile. Since both these effects are closely connected, they must be treated jointly. In 
the next section, the most general case is treated, where Doppler broadening and collision
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broadening are treated as statistically dependent. It is shown that the profile derived 
below constitutes the most general case from which the simplest broadened profiles can 
be derived within the appropriate limits.
2.2.5 SIMULTANEOUS DOPPLER AND COLLISION BROADENING 
(STATISTICAL DEPENDENCE)
Let us introduce a new distribution function, f ( r , v , 0 , t ) ,  with respect to the 
positions, velocities, and phases of the collection of oscillators. As was required of the 
previous distributions, this distribution must also satisfy the Boltzmann equation




with the initial condition f ( r ,v ,0 ,O )  = W(v)S(r)S(0) .
In order to derive the functional form o f the collision integral using a similar treatment to 
that a b o v e " , a modified distribution function is defined.
f ( r , v , t )  = j f { r , v , 0 , t ) e ' ° d 0  (92)
Multiplying both sides of the Boltzmann equation by e ‘° and integrating over d0  gives
- | - / ( r , v , / )  + v V /( r ,v ,r )  = 
at
 ̂ 3 ~ x 




With use of Eq. (41) it can be shown that the collision integral accounting for 
simultaneous changes in phase and velocity is given by:
a ( ■
coil
^■-/A j / - j [ A ( v , v , , 0 ) 7 ( r , v , r ) - A ( ^ v , 0 ) / ( r , v , ,r)]rfv\ <94)
Here, A(v, v ’ ,0)  is the probability per unit time of collisions involving a velocity change 
from v to v’ and a simultaneous phase change of 0.
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To find the functional form of the collision integral, some assumptions are 
required. First, without loss of generality it is assumed that both phase and velocity 
changes are produced in a single collision, but that their values are independent of one 
another. Doing so allows the separation of A into the product of two probabilities.
A (v,v’ ,0 )  = A(v ,v ' )B{0) ,  (95)
where J  B(tp)d<p = I . (96)
Recall that in the strong collision model, we defined the collision frequency as
v catt(v) = j A ( v , v t) d v \  (97)
whereas in the weak collision model, the effective collision frequency, v coll, was defined
by the time, f caU = l / v roll, it takes for a particle to loose track of its initial velocity.
Hence in the weak collision model, it is assumed that the collision frequency, vcoll, does
not depend on the velocity. Also recall that in the strong collision model we assumed the 
velocity of the particle after collision is independent o f the velocity before collision, that 
is, A(v’ , v) = A (v), which allowed us to simplify A{y) = v cMW{v).
Using these assumptions, the collision integral for the strong collision model takes 
the fo rm " ,
c M
r
9— i & j f ( r , v , t ) - v coUB \ f ( r , v , t ) - W ( v ) j f { r , v ’ , t )d v ’\, (98) 
and that for the weak collision model,
Jco ll
f y  >V
- - / A
v 2  y
f ( r , v , t ) - v collB (99)
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where B=fB{<fi)e,*d0 = 1 -
( y / 2 - i A
co il
( 100)
Comparing these equations to the collision integrals Eq. (64) and Eq. (76) derived 
previously, it is seen that the effect of simultaneous phase and velocity changes during 
collisions amounts to adding a term to the collision integral that accounts for impact 
broadening alone and replacing the effective collision frequency with a complex quantity, 
v B , that correlates the two effects.
Solving by the Fourier transform method, the intensity profile for the strong 
collision model is given by:
l{(o)= Re
W(v)dv




v rau + -  + i { a > - A - v k )
Recall from Eq. (80), the numerator o f Eq. (101) expresses the spectrum of an 
oscillator that undergoes collisions, where the wave train is broken up into a sequence of 
incoherent trains. The denominator reflects the narrowing effects of collisions on the 
oscillator’s spectrum, where it is seen that when the collision frequency is large (the 
mean-free-path is small), the interference between successive trains acts to narrow the 
profile. Here, as observed in the denominator of Eq. (80), the larger the collision 
frequency the larger the narrowing effect. From Eq. (96) and Eq. (100), though, it is seen
that B < 1, therefore the correlation between phase and velocity changes in the collision
dynamics acts to decrease the coherence between the different wave trains.
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In the limit of vrM —>0, of course, Eq. (101) reduces to the Voigt profile, a 
convolution of the Lorentzian and Gaussian profiles. When the collision frequency is 
finite and small compared to the Doppler width, v rM « A w D, the correlated profile 
n a r r o w s .  It is interesting to note the effects of the phase correlation on the shape of the 
profile, though. If the imaginary part of the complex collision term v cnl,B  is zero (i.e.,
A = 0), then Eq. (101) takes the same shape as the uncorrelated profile, derived under the 
assumption o f statistical independence. This shows that the validity o f assuming 
statistical independence between the phase changes and velocity changes holds so long as
t h e r e  i s  no quenching of the phase during c o l l i s i o n s ^ .  When there is quenching 
( i m a g i n a r y  part of v collB = A * 0 ) ,  however, the profile given in Eq. (101) behaves much 
d i f f e r e n t l y .  At low collision frequencies, for a finite A the line center not only has a shift 
d u e  t o  t h e  phase changes, but also becomes asymmetric^®. This asymmetry is a result of 
Y a n d  A being functions of velocity and therefore they are not normally
d i s t r i b u t e d ^ , 30,31 However, as the collision frequency increases, v —»«>, the profile 
b e c o m e s  symmetric again and, in fact, takes a Lorentzian shape.
This statistically correlated line shape profile, Eq. (101), is the most general form 
a c c o u n t i n g  for all the phenomena discussed herein. Throughout our measurements of the 
v a r i o u s  oxygen A-band lines, we have used the statistically independent form of the 
s t r o n g  collision model for the line shape profile, Eq. (87), and found it to be sufficient in 
m o d e l i n g  the experimental signals. The choice of the strong collision model seem 
appropriate when considering the oxygen molecule, both in a self-broadened environment 
a s  w e l l  as in an air-broadened environment, because the primary perturbers are of
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comparable size and mass. To date, we have seen no experimental evidence to indicate 
that the oxygen lines have asymmetries in their profiles, which would be indicative of a 
statistical dependence between the velocity and phase changing collisions. However, 
with the recent improvements made in our experimental apparatus and measurement 
techniques over the past six months, we may be well served to use the statistically 
correlated profile, Eq. (101), to insure that the most accurate line parameters are 
extracted.
2.4 NUMERICAL AN ALYSIS
Three different programs have been written to compute the wavelength
modulation signals. The first two programs utilize fundamental numerical m e t h o d s ^  f o r  
evaluating derivatives, integrals, summation of series, etc. Over the various simulations 
of wavelength modulation spectroscopy experiments, we discovered that the Fourier 
series expansion used in Eq. ( 1 3 )  through Eq. ( 1 6 )  possessed a convergence r a d i u s ^ 3  
over the modulation index, m. When m exceeds 4.0, which it does in many of our 
experiments, difficulties arise in the convergence of the series summations. To avoid this 
problem, a second program was written that employs Wilson’s analysis of direct Fourier 
e x p a n s i o n ^  Qf Eq. ( 5 ) ,  where the N01 coefficient is given by:
Cs ( " c ) = - i - s ' z f  /  s{o>c + P cos ° ) cos NG d6  (102)
P  :K
Simpson’s one-third rule is used to evaluate Eq. (102), which is then substituted in to Eq. 
(12) to derive the complete signal. Although this program required longer computational 
time than the original program that evaluates the Taylor series expansion, we gained the
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ability to model experiments with large modulation indices without convergence
problems. The third program, written by James Barrington, is a MATLAB program,
which calculates the Bessel function expansion formulation. This program uses several
add-in packages available from MATLAB, and although slightly slower than the one
employing W ilson’s Fourier expansion, provides a convenient visual representation of
the electric field at various points throughout the experiment.
The strong collision line shape profile, Eq. (87), is calculated by evaluation of the
is the complex error function, w(x+i(b+q)) x  and b are given in Eq. (89), and a
dimensionless narrowing parameter, q, has been introduced:
a P c
Av' d
Here, oris the narrowing in units o f cm '1 a tm 1, P  is the pressure, and c is the speed of
light. Humlicek^S, has developed a FORTRAN routine to calculate the complex error
function:
w(z) = exp(—z 2) er f (—iz) , (103)
which can be used in the strong collision line shape profile derived by Rautian and
Sobel’man— . This is a convenient means of calculating (87) because the numerical 
evaluation of the integrals is avoided. Additionally, it easily reduces to the Voigt profile, 
where it is related to the complex error function by:
g v (x,b)  = Re{w{j: + ib)} (104)
We have used Humlicek’s routine throughout our analysis with good results. 
Furthermore, we tested both the W ilson’s Fourier expansion program and the MATLAB 
program for agreement and have found both to be extremely useful in acquiring
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theoretical data over an experimentally meaningful range of modulation indices (0.1 < m 
< 20).
2.5 OXYGEN A-BAND  SPECTROSCOPY
The oxygen molecule has the following ground state configuration:
(trg I*)2 (<Ju Is)2 (crs 2s)2 {au 2s)2 (<rt 2p f  {nu 2p f  [jt12p f .
The two 71 electrons in the open shell lead to three possible electronic s ta te s^ ; 
3Z~, 'S ' ,  >A,. By Hund’s rule, 3Z~ has the lowest energy and is therefore the ground 
state. The oxygen A-band is one o f four atmospheric absorption bands of molecular 
oxygen. These bands, named A, B, y, and 8, are formed by a collection of transitions 
between the triplet ground electronic state, 3'L'g , and the singlet excited electronic state,
1X*, i.e., b'T.* <r-X 3£ ~ . The four bands arise from vibrational transitions A  => (0 «— 0), 
B => (l <r- 0 ), y  => (2 <— 0), and S  => (3 <— 0), where the notation is (v’<— v"), where v ’ 
and v ” are the vibrational levels in upper and lower electron states, respectively. The two 
electronic states are approximately 1.62 eV apart, making the A-band, which involves the
two lowest vibrational rungs, centered near 762 nm. Herzberg^? coined the term 
rovibronic for transitions such as these involving changes in rotation, vibration, and 
electronic states. Due to the differences in symmetry and degeneracy of these two states, 
the transitions are electric-dipole forbidden and electron-spin forbidden, respectively, 
making the bands extremely weak. The transitions are driven by a magnetic dipole 
coupling of electromagnetic radiation with the electrons in the molecule. Typically, 
magnetic dipole transitions are approximately four orders of magnitude weaker than the
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usual allowed transitions. These transitions, however, are nearly eight orders of 
magnitude weaker because in addition to the magnetic coupling, the electron must change 
its spin during the transition.
Some of the first calculations on the A-band were made by M u l l i k e n  10-38,39 jn 
the late twenties and early thirties. These calculations are generally carried out under the 
Bom-Oppenheimer approximation. In this approximation, it is assumed that electronic 
motion occurs on a short time scale compared to the nuclear motion, enabling the 
molecular wave function to be separated into the product of the wave functions for the 
individual components. Hence, by treating each component of the rovibronic transitions 
independently and then summing the individual energies, one can calculate a molecular 
absorption band. The following section gives an example o f this calculation for the 
oxygen A-band.
2.5.1 VIBRATIONAL AND ROTATIONAL ENERGY LEVELS
The potential energy curves for molecular oxygen are shown below in Fig. 5. 
These curves depict the bonding energy of the oxygen atoms as a function of the 
intemuclear separation. The minimum potential energy is seen in Fig. 5 to occur in the 
3Z “ state at an intemuclear separation of approximately l.lx lO '8 cm. According to the
Heisenberg uncertainty principle, though, the intemuclear separation can only be defined 
within a certain range given by the constraint, A rA p> /i. Consequently, the minimum 
energy must be specified as a quantized level within the potential energy curve that 
constitutes a balance between the uncertainty in the position and momentum.
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Fig. 5 Potential energy diagram for molecular oxygen.
The vibrations of diatomic molecules can be modeled by a mass-spring system, 
with a spring constant that is derived from the molecular interaction potential. The 
molecular vibrations take on allowed energy levels within the parabolic portion of the 
potential well, which to a first approximation can be described by the quantum- 
mechanical harmonic oscillator.
\
Ev = (  lv +  —-y
\  ~ j
ha) (105)
Here v is the vibrational quantum number and the vibration frequency is at = {e / / / ) l / : , 
where // = m,m2 /(m! + m 2) is the reduced mass and £ is the spring constant. These 
evenly spaced energy level are the simplest model of molecular vibrations and only hold 
for the lower vibrational levels in an electronic state. The energy levels in a physical 
system deviate from this harmonic oscillator slightly, in that the larger the vibrational
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quantum the more anharmonic the oscillations. For the anharmonic oscillator, the 
spacing between the levels decreases with increasing vibrational quanta, until the 
vibrational energy is such that the molecule dissociates. Since the oxygen A-band is 
formed by transitions between the lowest vibrational levels of the two electronic states, 
namely (0 <— 0)fc‘Z* <—X 3S “ , the simple harmonic oscillator model provides a very
good approximation for our calculations.
For the lower vibrational energy levels of a diatomic molecule, the distance over 
which the molecule vibrates is small compared to the equilibrium separation. Hence, to a 
First approximation, the system can also be considered rigid where the radial motion can 
be decoupled from the angular motion. The quantized rotational levels are described as
follow s^;
(  0 h z (  oK + - = B K K + -
\  ~ ) 21
e 7\  ~ )
Here, /  = /urz is the moment of inertia, K  is the rotational quantum number, and Be is 
called the rotational constant. It is seen that the spacing of the rotational energy levels 
increases with rotational quanta, which is dependent on the value of the rotational 
constant. It turns out though, that this approximation is too crude for the calculations of 
the A-band. The non-rigid rotator must be considered.
The energy of a rotating diatomic molecule is mostly kinetic with a small amount 
of potential energy due to centrifugal force. As the rotational quantum increases, the 
potential energy gets larger and the molecule behaves less and less like a rigid rotator. In
this case the rotational energy levels are better described by the following equation^®:
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The values of these parameters, called the rotational constants, determine the spacing of 
the rotational levels within the vibrational rung. Combining the contributions of all three 
energies, electronic, vibrational, and rotational gives:
Er — E H + Ev + E r — E b + f  0v +  — I F (  0  K + - + D  K 1< nK  + -k  J —  + B K
-)
V - ) " i n  ' - )
€
\  ~ J
( 108)
2.5.2 SELECTION RULES AND LINE NOTATION
The vibration transitions between the two electronic states do not strictly adhere 
to the same selection rules as they do with in an electronic level. Hence, the change in v 
can take any value: Av = 0, ± 1, ± 2...; however, all values are not equally probable due to
the Franck-Condon p r i n c i p l e ^ ! .  The A-band is associated with the A v = 0  transition. 
Selection rules for angular momentum are as follows: the total angular momentum, J -  K  
+ S, where K  is the quantum number for the angular momentum of the revolving nuclei 
and S is the quantum number for the electronic spin, can change by, A7 =0, ±1, 
designated P for -1, Q for 0, and R for +1.
The rotational angular momentum, K, can only change by AK  = ± 1, designated P 
for -1 and R for +1. This leads to two branches in the A-band that begin at Ed + E v . 
The R-branch transitions are higher in energy, while P-branch transitions are o f smaller
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energy. Recall from Eq. (107) that the values of the rotational constants determine the 
spacing of the rotational levels within the vibrational rung. H e r z b e r g 3 7  gives the 
following values for the v = 0 levels of the ground and excited states of Oi:
3Z ; :  Br = 1.44cm '1 and "L*: flr =1 .40cm ''
3Z ; and ' i ; :  De = 4.95jrl0-6cm '1
The difference in the values o f Be for the two states indicates that the separation of the 
rotational levels of the ground state is greater than that o f the excited state. 
Consequently, the transitions with &K = +1 will increase in energy initially, but reach a 
maximum energy at some rotational quantum number K ’’n where the branch begins to 
fold back on itself. This is what is known as the band head and for the oxygen A-band 
occurs at approximately 759.57 nm (13165.258 cm '1) in the R-branch.
The spin angular momentum for the ground state is S = 1, hence the ground state 
is triply degenerate, where the degeneracy is given by (2S+1). This results in the 
following possible values for the total angular momentum:
/ r + i
Ground state 3Z ” J  = • K
[ / r - i
The upper state has no degeneracy, since S = 0, and J ’ can take the following values: 
Excited state 1Z* J J= K \
It turns out that the rotational levels J " = K ”+l and J " = K " —l are nearly 
indistinguishable due to the symmetry of the molecule, hence the A-band appears to 
composed of doublet line pairs instead of triplet line clusters. Furthermore, due to the
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individual symmetries of the states, only odd values of K  are allowed in the ground state 
and only even K in the upper state.
The transitions of the band are labeled with the following notation, where prime 
indicates the upper state and double primes indicate the lower state:
A K A J { K ' \ J " )
A K  =
f - l  P 




+  1 R






Fig. 6 Oxygen A-band structure. Line parameters used where those from the HITRAN d a t a b a s e 4 - * ^
In the next chapter, transition line shape is investigate and it is shown that the 
harmonic detection signals are very sensitive to the transition profile. Conclusions are 
drawn as to which profile is most suitable to model the lines o f the oxygen A-band.
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CHAPTER III. ABSORPTION LINE SHAPE PROFILE STUDY: 
THEORY AND EXPERIMENT
3.1 E X P E R IM E N T A L  SETUP A N D  PROCEDURE
3.1.1 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
The apparatus used to perform wavelength modulation spectroscopy experiments 
is shown below in Fig. 7. The key components of the device are a tunable, single mode 
diode laser, temperature controller, current controller with ramp, external oscillator, 
photodiode detector, and lock-in amplifier. There are several advantages of the apparatus 
used in this research. First, it is compact; the device can be fabricated as a single unit 
with a manual or automatic control system, or the individual components can be 
connected and controlled by a PC. Second, it is fiber optic compatible, allowing for 
remote operation in environments that may be hostile or inaccessible. Third, the path of 

















Fig. 7 Block diagram o f  experimental apparatus.
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We have used various single mode diode lasers in the experiment. These include 
Fabry-Perot type, VCSELs, and an extemal-cavity laser all centered near 762 nm for 
oxygen a-band measurements. Both the Fabry-Perot (Mitsubishi ML4505 and Sharp 
LT030-MD) and the VCSEL (Vixel Corporation 2x1 array and CSEM760 2x2 arrays) 
were tuned and modulated via injection current. The extemal-cavity laser
(Environmental Optical Sensors Inc.), which is of the Littman geom etry^M ^ was tunetj 
and modulated by varying the cavity length. This method of tuning allows for large 
continuous tuning ranges and pure wavelength modulation. However, with our unit we 
experienced simultaneous wavelength and amplitude modulation. Most common edge 
emitting diode lasers are tunable with temperature and injection current and temperature 
over at least several hundred wavenumbers, which is sufficient to measure a large number 
of lines in the A-band.
In measuring the weak lines of the oxygen A-band, for example those with 
absorption cross sections on the order of 10'26 and 10'27 cm2 cm '1 m ol'1, we found it 
beneficial to lengthen the absorption path by beam folding with a multipass cell. We 
constructed an open-air cell of the design presented by Altmann et al46. With the 10cm 
spherically concave mirrors that were used, we were able to achieve as many as 156 
passes at 0.96 meters, giving a total path length of approximately 150m.
3.1.2 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
During an experiment, the diode laser is tuned to an absorption line (or lines) of 
the species being probed. This is accomplished by adjusting the DC bias current and 
laser temperature so that the laser frequency is centered on the absorption line. The 
wavelength of the laser is modulated and ramped over the absorption feature. The beam
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travels through the sample cel! and then is incident on a photodiode detector (EG&G 
VTP100C). The photodiode is operated in the photovoltaic mode and has a spectral 
range of 400nm to 1150nm. The output o f the detector is fed into the lock-in amplifier 
(Stanford Research Systems SR850 DSP Lock-in Amplifier), where it is demodulated 
using phase sensitive detection at the harmonics o f the modulation frequency.
In the demodulation process, the lock-in amplifier generates a local oscillation by 
a phase-locked loop based on an external reference frequency from the laser modulation. 
It then generates two orthogonal sinusoidal oscillations at a harmonic o f the reference 
frequency, specified by the user. The user also specifies the phase of these orthogonal 
components with respect to the reference, <Dl- Both orthogonal components, denoted x  
and y, are mixed with the input signal (experimental absorption signal), which itself is at 
a phase and then averaged over a user defined time constant and stored versus time in 
a buffer. Both the x  and y demodulated signals are phase-dependent, where their 
amplitudes depend on the phase difference between the local oscillation and the input 
signal, which we will denote 9  = <1>L -<f>s . The configuration of the lock-in is such that at
zero phase with respect to the input, i.e., 6 = 0—i, the x  component takes on the amplitude 
of the input signal and the y  component is null. The lock-in also computes a phase- 
independent signal that follows the absolute magnitude of the input signal,
R  = tJx 2 + v2 . The harmonic detection signals shown throughout this dissertation are x  
component signals with 9=  0—i.
At this point, it is important to note that special care must be taken with the 
selection of the time constant when employing wavelength modulation spectroscopy with 
harmonic detection. The time constant acts as a filter for the noise; the larger the time
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constant, the smaller the noise. However, it must be kept to a small enough value so as 
not to average out part of the harmonic detection signals. As will be shown in the next 
section, the relative magnitudes of the harmonic components carry important information 
on the transition parameters. Loss of signal magnitude can lead to errors in the measured 
line parameters. Averaging with the proper time constant is especially important at the 
higher harmonics, because they vary much more rapidly over a scan than the lower 
harmonics and are more likely to lose a portion of their magnitudes to filtering. As a 
rule of thumb, we found the best results when the time constant was kept at a factor of no 
larger than 10-4 times the scan length.
In the next section, we discuss the utility of wavelength modulation spectroscopy 
in identifying transition profiles. In an absorption spectroscopy experiment, it is of 
paramount importance that the transition profile be accurately modeled. Failure to do so 
can result in erroneous measurements of concentrations and line parameters. A 
theoretical analysis is given which predicts that wavelength modulation spectroscopy is a 
convenient and sensitive full method of recognizing collisional narrowing. Experimental 
data are given to illustrate this point.
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3.2 WA VELENGTH MODULATION SPECTROSCOPY FOR IDENTIFYING  
T RANSITIO N PROFILES
Accurate modeling the transition profile is not only important when measuring a 
single line, but also crucial in resolving overlapping transitions. For example, consider 
an experiment measuring overlapping spectral lines from different species. If coliisional 
narrowing plays a role for one or both of the species and we attempt to resolve the two 
lines by modeling the experimental signal with Voigt profiles, we may get a fairly good 
fit, however, it would be the wrong fit. Hence, it is essential to know the appropriate 
profile prior to modeling such a complex structure as two overlapping lines. In the case 
of oxygen, there is a dispute in the literature concerning which profile is appropriate. 
R o t h m a n 4 3  and C h an ce^  have claimed that the Voigt profile is sufficient to model 
oxygen line parameters, while Ritter^S and Schermaul et al.49 both claim that the A- 
band lines must be modeled with a collision narrowed profile. The narrowing parameter
given by Ritter^S js a = 0.01 cm '1 atm '1, where as Schermaul et al.49 give a =0.0084 
cm '1 atm '1 for room temperature spectra. Considering the importance of the profile used 
to model overlapping absorption lines, we must be able to say with some confidence 
which profile should be used.
In Chapter II it stated that coliisional narrowing could be ruled out only when the 
mean-free-path is much larger than the wavelength of the radiation. A quick estimate of 
the mean-free-path for oxygen at atmospheric pressures shows that this condition is not 
strictly held. Consider the following factors: the oxygen A-band is centered at 762 nm 
(7.6xl0 's cm), the density at standard atmospheric pressure is approximately 2 .7x l019
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cm3, and the cross section for an oxygen molecule is roughly 5 x l0 15 cm2 (n r ,  r -  4A). 
Calculating the mean-free-path as the inverse product of the density and cross section 
gives 7.4xl0'6 cm. Although the mean-free-path is nearly an order of magnitude larger 
than the wavelength, this difference may not sufficient to satisfy the inequality, 
L »  A. / 2 n . Therefore, coliisional narrowing cannot simply be ruled out.
We have performed a study of the Voigt (Eq. (88)) and Rautian-Sobel’man strong 
collision (Eq. (87)) profiles in an attempt to establish which profile is the more 
appropriate one to model the oxygen lines we are currently measuring. According to
Varghese and H anson^l, as well as our calculations above, molecular oxygen is not a 
molecule that one would expect to show considerable narrowing. Therefore, if there is 
any narrowing, it should be small. In fact, the narrowing parameter given by R itte r^  js 
small, making it difficult to determine which of the studies is most accurate from a 
physical standpoint. Wavelength modulation spectroscopy gives us an added advantage 
that researches such as R itte i^ , C hance^ , and Scherm aul^ did not have using direct 
absorption. We have used the harmonic detection signals to identify the most accurate 
profile. This means that for every direct absorption signal they measured to determine 
the line shape profile, we measured at a minimum four to six harmonic detection signals 
for that line without changing any physical settings in the experiment. Therefore, our 
view of the absorption profile is much more comprehensive.
In general, wavelength modulation signals provide more information about the 
transition profile than the direct absorption signal. This is due to their derivative nature. 
Small features in the transition profile are amplified throughout the harmonic detection 
orders in the same way the as distortion caused by overlapping lines. By examining an
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absorption line over many harmonic detection orders, one is able to determine the line 
shape profile more accurately than if we just use one. Below are the preliminary results 
of our oxygen profile study.
In our analysis we began by focusing on the theoretical behavior of the Voigt 
profile, which is a convolution of the Lorentzian and the Gaussian line shapes. Further, 
the Voigt is a special case of the Rautian-Sobefman profile, where the narrowing 
parameter, a,  is set to zero. Hence, the Voigt analysis naturally leads into an 
investigation of Dicke narrowing with the Rautian-Sobel'man profile. Since a great deal 
of attention has been given to the direct absorption profiles in the literature, for example 
see Varghese and H anson^l, Pine^O, and R itte r^ , we sought agreement between our 
analysis and theirs prior to extending the investigating to harmonic detection signals. We 
examined harmonics one through five. Because the harmonic detection signals have a 
derivative-like nature, they need to be studied together as a set and their characteristics 
compared to those of the direct absorption signal. Doing so provides the best possible 
insight into understanding their behavior. Various aspects of the signals were examined, 
such as shape in the frequency domain, signal magnitude versus pressure, signal 
magnitude versus wavelength modulation index, and spectral distribution o f the signal's 
power content. Selections of the results from this study are given below.
3.2.1 DIRECT ABSORPTION SIGNAL
3.2.1.1 V O IG T  PR O F ILE
Below, Fig. 8 (a) shows the calculated direct absorption signals assuming a Voigt 
line shape profile at various pressures ranging from 0.1 to I atmosphere. The overall 
behavior o f these signals follows the behavior of the individual components o f the Voigt,
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i.e., the Gaussian and Lorentzian profiles. It is seen at low pressures that the signal grows 
proportionally to pressure while the width remains approximately fixed. This can be 
attributed to the Gaussian nature of the Doppler regime. At high pressures, collision 
broadening dominates and the signal magnitude begins to saturate while the width 
increases, a characteristic of the Lorentzian profile. At the intermediate pressures, the 
signal grows in magnitude and width; this is a combination of Doppler and collision 
broadening. Examination of the magnitude of the absorption signal versus pressure in 
Fig. 8 (b) shows the two broadening regimes very clearly.
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Fig. 8 Model of absorption line in direct absorption having a Voigt line shape profile, (a) Absorption 
signals calculated for various pressures ranging from 0.1 to 1 atmospheres, (b) Magnitude o f the 
absorption signals versus pressure.
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Because ail narrowed profiles described in Chapter II reduce to the Gaussian or 
Lorentzian in the appropriate limits, we would expect these fundamental characteristics to
be preserved, and in fact there are. In his analysis o f oxygen A-band lines, R itte r^  used 
a Rautian-Sobel’man strong collision model (Eq. (87)) as well as a Galatry model (Eq. 
(68)) (equivalent to the Rautian-Sobel’man weak collision model). He found the best 
match between theory and experiment using a narrowing parameter of a=O.Olcm'l/atm in 
the Rautian-Sobel'man strong collision line shape and ot=0.0145cm''/atm in the Galatry
weak collision line shape. Since Ritter’s^8 measurements of the oxygen A-band were 
made very meticulously, we adopted his value of narrowing for the Rautian-Sobel'man 
strong collision profile as a starting point for our analysis o f non-Voigt profiles.
3.2.1.2 N O N - V O I G T  P R O F I L E
The direct absorption signals that were modeled with a Rautian-Sobel’man 
profile, having a narrowing parameter of a=0.01 cm '1 atm '1, are given in Fig. 9 (a) and 
the corresponding magnitudes of these signals as a function of the pressure are shown in 
Fig. 9 (b). The behavior o f the narrowed signals follows that of the Voigt signals, and 
qualitatively, little difference is seen between the two. However, on a quantitative basis, 
there are distinct differences, which we have used to identify the appropriate profile for 
modeling the experimental signal.
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Fig. 9 Model o f absorption line having a Rautian-Sobel’man strong collision line shape profile with 
narrowing parameter o^O.Olcm '1 atm '1 for N=0. (a) Absorption signals calculated for various pressures 
ranging from 0.1 to 1 atmospheres, (b) Magnitude o f  the absorption signals versus pressure.
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A comparison of the two models is given for a pressure of 456 torr in Fig. 10, 
where Fig. 10 (a) shows both theoretical signals on the same scale and (b) shows the 
differences between them. The most pronounced difference is seen in the magnitudes of 
the two signals, where the magnitude of the Rautian-Sobel’man signal is 22% larger than 
that of the Voigt. Although not as apparent in Fig. 10 (a), the linewidths of the two 
signals are different, as they should be because we have included a narrowing parameter. 
The linewidth of the Rautian-Sobel’man signal is 16% narrower than the Voigt. These 
differences indicate that the most dramatic effect of including a narrowing parameter is 
the change in the signal’s magnitude rather than the change in the Full Width at Half 
Maximum (FWHM). Another indication that the magnitude of the signal is affected most 
dramatically by a finite narrowing parameter is seen in Fig. 10 (b), where the spectral 
distribution of the differences in the two signals is shown. Here, the largest difference 
occurs at line center where the two signals peak.
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Fig. 10 Comparison o f  absorption signals at 456 torr when Voigt and Non-Voigt profiles are assumed, (a) 
Absorption signals for Voigt profile and Rautian-Sobel'man strong collision profile with a^O.Olcm'1 atm"1, 
(b) Difference between the two signals: (Voigt) -  (Rautian-Sobel’man a=0.01cm"‘/atm).
It is not necessarily intuitive that the magnitude of an absorption signal would 
show a larger change than the width o f the signal when narrowing is included, but it can 
be explained from a mathematical point o f view. The transition profile itself is a
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probability distribution. The total probability, over all frequencies, that a transition will 
occur must be one. All of the profile models given in Chapter II are normalized in this 
way. Therefore, when the Voigt profile is narrowed, as it is in the Rautian-Sobel’man 
model, the area under the curve must remain one, which forces the magnitude of the 
profile to increase. It just so happens that the distribution o f the Rautian-Sobel’man 
profile is such that the FWHM does not change as much as the magnitude. There are 
other profiles where the absorption away from line center, in the wings, increases when 
narrowing is incorporated, for example the profile given by D ic k e ^  jn his 1953 Physical 
Review article (see also the Brownian collision model of Chapter II). However, due to 
the collision dynamics, the profiles customarily used to model oxygen lines do not exhibit 
this behavior.
Comparing the signal magnitude versus pressure curves o f the two models shows 
that the Rautian-Sobel’man model has a consistently larger magnitude. Other than this, 
the two curves are generally the same. We examined larger values of the narrowing 
parameter for the N=0 case and found that the general trend remains the same, i.e., the 
signal magnitude versus pressure is more sensitive to narrowing than the linewidth. With 
these results in hand, we directed our investigation to the harmonic detection signals.
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Fig. 11 Comparison between signal magnitude versus pressure curves for a direct absorption line assuming 
a Voigt profile and a Rautian-Sobel’man profile with oc=0.01cm'‘ atm’1.
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3.2.2 HARM ONIC DETECTIO N  SIGNALS
3.2.2.1 VO IG T P R O F IL E
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Fig. 12 Model o f  absorption signals with harmonic orders 1 through 5 at various pressures assuming a 
Voigt profile. The vertical scales are absorption and the horizontal scales are wavelength in nanometers.
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The harmonic detection signals for an absorption line assuming a Voigt profile are 
given above in Fig. 12. Harmonic detection orders 1 through 5 are shown at pressures 
ranging from 0.1 to 1 atmosphere. It is apparent from Fig. 12 that the structure of the 
harmonic detection signals gets progressively more complex as the harmonic order 
increases. Also apparent is the fact that the signal magnitudes vary in a different manner 
than the direct absorption signals. Looking at the signal magnitude variation with 
pressure for each harmonic detection orders in Fig. 12, as well as the direct absorption 
signal from the previous section, we find the behavior shown in Fig. 13 (a) below. As 
mentioned earlier, the magnitude of a harmonic detection signal decreases as the 
harmonic order is increased. For this reason, it is difficult to compare the features of the 
various harmonics in Fig. 13 (a), without some kind of normalization. These curves have 
been normalized to their peak value and are shown in Fig. 13 (b).
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Fig. 13 Calculated signal magnitude versus pressure for harmonic detection orders N = 0 through 5 
assuming a Voigt profile, (a) Actual magnitude o f  harmonic detection signals versus pressure: relative 
magnitude decreases with increasing harmonic order, (b) Magnitude o f  harmonic detection signals versus 
pressure normalized to peak magnitude to illustrate the pressure dependence.
These signals reveal the extraordinary behavior o f the higher harmonic detection 
signals. They show that the magnitude o f an N* harmonic detection signal increases 
linearly in the Doppler region, peaks at some pressure, which we designate P5.N, and then 
falls off toward zero throughout the collision broadened region. One very important
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aspect of this behavior is the rapid decrease in signal magnitude with increasing pressure 
in the collision broadened region. The rapid change in signal magnitude can be used to
improve the sensitivity of density fluctuation measurements in the following way-®.
Within the collision-broadened regime, there is an increasing slope through the 
progression of harmonic detection orders. This suggests that for the same change in the 
density of absorbers, there is a larger percentage change in the signal for each higher 
harmonic detection order. An experiment was performed that demonstrates this quite 
nicely®, which is shown in Fig. 14, where an experimental comparison between second 
and sixth harmonic detection at densities around n§.2 (corresponding to P5.2) was made. 
Notice how there is relatively no change in the magnitude of the second harmonic 
detection signal in this density range. However, sixth harmonic detection is far more 
sensitive to density fluctuations within this range. Fig. 14 also illustrates the loss of 
sensitivity to density fluctuation for the densities which lie close to ns.N (or P s.n ), as the 
pressures for this experiment were in the range o f ng.2- Hence, there is an optimal choice 
of harmonic detection order that will maximize the sensitivity of particular experiment 
measuring density fluctuations.
Another important aspect of the signal variation with pressure is realized when 
there are deviations from a Voigt profile. As was shown in the direct absorption case, the 
signal magnitude is dramatically affected by narrowing. The general trend of the results 
presented thus far is that harmonic detection amplifies the attributes of the direct 
absorption signal. Therefore, we expect to see a pronounced indication of narrowing in 
the signal magnitudes of the harmonic detection signals. The following section discusses 
our findings.
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Fig. 14 Experimental results demonstrating the measurement o f  density fluctuations. The oxygen A-band 
line RQ(13.14) was measured at second and sixth harmonic detection near densities corresponding to n,j2 -
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3.2.2.2 N O N -V O IG T  P R O F IL E
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Fig. 15 Model o f absorption signals with harmonic orders 1 trough 5 at various pressures assuming a 
Rautian-Sobel’man strong collision profile having a narrowing parameter o f  o^O.Olcm'1 atm '1. The 
vertical scales are absorption and the horizontal scales are wavelength in nanometers.
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We have modeled the harmonic detection signals with the Rautian-Sobel'man 
strong collision profile to examine the effects o f  narrowing. As with the direct absorption 
signal, we began our analysis with a value o f otFO.Olcm*1 atm*1 for the narrowing 
parameter. Harmonic detection signals 1 though 5 are given above in Fig. 15. There is 
little visual difference between these signals and the Voigt signals given in Fig. 12. 
Additionally, we find the same qualitative trends in the signal magnitudes over pressure, 
which are shown in Fig. 16 below. However, when compared directly, the differences 
are striking.
Normalized Magnitude Vs Pressure
Rautian-Sobel'man a=0.01cm* /atm1.20
1.00




 N  =  0   N  =  1
0.20  N  =  2   N  =  3
N  =  4   N  =  5
0.00
0 100 200 300 400 500 800600 700 900 1000
Pressure [torr|
Fig. 16 Calculated signal magnitude versus pressure for harmonic detection orders N = 0 through 5 
assuming a Rautian-Sobel'man strong collision profile with narrowing parameter a=0.01cm '1 atm '1. The 
signal magnitudes have been normalized to peak magnitude to illustrate the pressure dependence.
Let us first consider the signal magnitudes versus pressure. Both the Voigt and 
the narrowed Rautian-Sobel'man signal magnitudes are plotted as a function o f pressure 
in Fig. 17, where the solid curves are the Voigt signals and the dashed curves are the
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narrowed Rautian-Sobel'man signals. To demonstrate the behavior o f each harmonic 
detection order, the curves in Fig. 17 have been normalized to the peak signal value at Pg, 
n for each harmonic order. It is seen clearly here that there are differences in the 
magnitudes, as was predicted by observing the behavior o f  the direct absorption signal for 
the two profiles. It was not obvious from the direct absorption signal, however, that the 
tuning point o f  the signal magnitude at pressure Pg, n, would move by such a large 
amount. For example, in the fifth harmonic signal, Pg, n has changed by nearly 100 torr. 
This is a significant difference that could certainly be measured very easily in an 
experiment.
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Fig. 17 Comparison o f  signal magnitude versus pressure for harmonic detection orders N=0 through 5 
assuming a Voigt profile and a Rautian-Sobel'man profile with narrowing parameter a=0.01cm '1atm '1. The 
signal magnitudes have been normalized to peak magnitude to illustrate the pressure dependence. The 
dashed lines are the Rautian-Sobel'man model and the solid lines are the Voigt
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3.2.3 COMPARISON OF VOIGT AND RAUTIAN-SOBEL’MAN PROFILES
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Fig. 18 Comparison o f  absorption signals with harmonic orders 1 trough 5 at 456 torr assuming Voigt 
profile and Rautian-Sobel'man profile having a narrowing parameter o f  a  = 0.01cm*1 atm"1. The vertical 
scales are absorption and the horizontal scales are wavelength in nanometers. (Left) Both signals; (Right) 
Difference between the signals.
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Fig. 18 Continued.
Now we compare the harmonic detection signals in the frequency domain at 456 
torr and examine their differences. Figure 18 above shows the two signals and their 
differences for harmonic detection orders 1 through 5. Notice that the relative difference 
between the absorption signal with a Voigt profile and the absorption signal with the 
narrowed profile grows as the harmonic detection order is increased. Additionally, the 
structure of the difference between the two signals increases in complexity with harmonic 
detection order. Both o f these attributes are assets in identifying the appropriate profile 
for modeling an experimental signal. Obviously, the more substantial the difference, the 
easier it will be to recognize. Moreover, the greater the complexity o f  the difference, the
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more limited the parameter set that can yield a match between experiment and theory, 
therefore the better the fit.
This point is extremely important because it captures the essence of why higher 
harmonic detection should be employed in absorption measurements such as the ones 
presented here. The higher harmonic signals: have more structure, show much more 
pronounced deviations from Voigt for a narrowed profile, are more sensitive to density 
fluctuations, and as will be shown in Chapter IV, substantially improve the resolution of 
overlapping lines. Even though the signal magnitude decreases with increasing harmonic 
detection order, the advantages o f performing higher harmonic detection far outweigh the 
inconvenience and difficulties involved in measuring a small signal. Considering that 
harmonic orders as high as the eighth harmonic are routinely measured without losing 
signal-to-noise ratio (see Fig. 22), there is no reason to avoid these higher harmonics. 
Moreover, no additional effort is required to perform detection at eighth harmonic than 
first harmonic.
3.2.4 EX PERIM EN TA L RESULTS
The results of an experiment measuring collisional narrowing are shown below in 
Fig. 19. Here, the oxygen A-band line RQ(7,8) was measured at various pressures in 
pure oxygen at harmonics 1 through 8. To fit the peak-to-peak magnitudes, it was 
necessary to use a narrowing parameter of 0.0063 cm ' 1 atm'1 in the theoretical model.
The line parameters used in the fit were those given in the HTTRAN’96 da tabase^ , 
which are self-broadened width 0.0547 cm' 1 atm' 1 and integrated absorption cross section 
7.37 cm' 1 cm2 m ol'1. A comparison of the narrowed fit to Voigt fit with these parameters
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is given in Fig. 20. It is seen here that the Voigt profile simply does not provide a
sufficient fit
The narrowing parameter required for this fit is slightly smaller than that given by 
Ritter (0.0145 cm' 1 atm '1), as well as that given by Schermaul (0.0084 cm' 1 atm '1), yet is 
close to these values. We consider these results preliminary and intend to conduct further 
studies on collisional narrowing in the oxygen A-band. However, these measurements 
give good indication that oxygen does exhibit collisional narrowing, at least in a self­
broadened environment. In the next section, transition linewidth measurements using 
wavelength modulation spectroscopy are investigated.
Experiment V« Theory 
Collisional Narrowing 0.0063 cm’1 atm’1 Experiment
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Fig. 19 Experiment versus theory for oxygen A-band line RQ(7,8) at various pressures in pure oxygen. 
The magnitudes o f  the first through eighth harmonic detection signals are plotted for both experiment and 
theory for pressures ranging from 0 to 2 atmospheres. Theoretical model required narrowing parameter o f 
0.0063 cm atm '1 for fit.
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EXPERIMENT AND THEORY 
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Fig. 20 Experiment versus theory for oxygen line RQ(7,8) at pressures ranging from 0 to 2 atmospheres. 
Signal magnitudes are ploned for even harmonics N  =  2 through 8. Solid lines are theory; Blue is narrowed 
profile model with narrowing parameter o f  0.0063 cm'1 atm*1, Orange is Voigt profile, and points are 
experimental values.
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3.3 M EA SU RE M E N T O F TR A N SITIO N  LIN E W ID TH  B Y  H ARM O NIC  
D ETECTIO N
Published line parameters for absorbing transitions are almost exclusively 
measured by direct absorption t e c h n i q u e s ^ , 51 The line parameters in the HITRAN 
database are an example where such measurements have been employed. The linewidth 
measurements in this database are given to a precision of 1CT4 cm '1. The equipment 
required to make such high-resolution measurements typically includes long path 
spectrometers, high quality gratings and optics, cooled detectors, amplitude modulation 
and lock-in detection scheme, and widely tunable narrow band sources. Because the 
measurement apparatuses are generally very sophisticated, they are often very expensive. 
We have found that with use of higher harmonic detection, transition linewidths can be 
measured to approximately the same accuracy, but without the need for such 
sophisticated equipment.
The sensitivity of the measurement technique presented here is held in the 
complex structure of the harmonic detection signals. In particular, their relative 
magnitudes hold vital information on the transition profile, as was shown in the previous 
section. To measure line parameters such as absorption cross section and linewidth, one 
must have a posteriori knowledge of the appropriate transition model. With this 
knowledge and use of harmonic detection signals first through eighth, the transition 
linewidth can be measured to nearly the same specifications as that given in the HITRAN 
database. Below, we give an illustration of how such measurements are made.
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Fig. 21 Theoretical absorption lines with equal integrated absorption cross section, but with differing 
widths: 0.05075 cm '1 atm'1 and 0.0495 cm '1 atm '1. Direct absorption signal is shown in comparison to 
harmonic detection signals first through eighth with modulation index m = 2.1.
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Consider a hypothetical absorbing transition with parameters typical of that found 
in the oxygen A-band and having a Voigt transition profile. We will choose a modulation 
index of 2.1, which is typical in wavelength modulation spectroscopy experiments, with 
which we will examine the line. We will allow the width of the line to vary over a small 
range, approximately 2.5%, to illustrate the sensitivity of this technique. The theoretical 
wavelength modulation signals are shown below in Fig. 21 for direct absorption, as wall 
as harmonic detection signals N = 1 through 8, at linewidths of 0.0495 cm' 1 and 0.05075 
cm '1. Although it is virtually impossible to measure the change in the widths o f these 
signals, there is a measurable change in their magnitudes with width. Because the profile 
is well understood, the change in signal magnitude can be used to predict the change in 
width.
The direct absorption signal shows very little change in both width and signal 
magnitude; a 2.5% change in linewidth results in a 2.1% change in magnitude. The 
harmonic detection signals on the other hand, show consistently a larger percentage 
change in signal magnitude for a given change in width. In fact, the higher the harmonic 
detection order is, the larger the respective change in magnitude. Table 1 shows the 
percentage change in the peak signal value for changes in linewidth ranging for 0.5% to 
2.5%. Notice that the eighth harmonic shows greatest change in the peak signal per 
change linewidth for all values listed in Table 1. Consistently, there is greater than a 
factor of 5 between the changes in the width and the changes in the signal magnitude. 
Furthermore, the direct absorption signal shows a percentage magnitude change that is 
always slightly less than the change in width. Hence, in an experiment aimed at making 
precise linewidth measurements, use o f direct absorption techniques necessitates very
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sophisticated, high-resolution equipment. However, with use of wavelength modulation 
spectroscopy and higher harmonic detection, one can make as accurate a measurement 
with a simpler setup because the higher harmonics show a much larger variance with 
linewidth. This general trend holds for larger modulation indices as well, even in excess 
of 15 or greater.
C h a n g e  in  P ea k  S ig n a l  V a lue  w ith  L in e w id th
Change 
in Width II% \  = 1
<NII* II* II* Af = 5 II
* N = 7 N  = 8
0.5% 0.4% 0.7% 1.0% 1.3% 1.6% 1.9% 2.1% 2.5% 3.2%
1.0% 0.8% 1.4% 2.0% 2.7% 3.3% 3.9% 4.3% 5.0% 5.4%
1.5% 1.3% 2.1% 3.0% 4.0% 4.9% 5.9% 6.6% 7.6% 8.2%
2.0% 1.6% 2.8% 4.0% 5.4% 6.6% 8.0% 8.9% 10.1% 10.9%
2.5% 2.1% 3.6% 5.1% 6.8% 8.4% 10.1% 11.3% 12.9% 14.0%
Table 1 Percentage change in peak signal value with change in linewidth for lines calculated in Fig. 21.
We have used this method to measure line parameters of various oxygen 
transitions. When fitting the experimental data, the magnitudes of the harmonic detection 
signals, which we denote as |SN|, are ratioed to the second harmonic, e.g., |S4|/|S2|. Then 
these theoretical values are fit to the measured values to better than 3% root-mean-square 
error. A particular effort is made to minimize the error between experiment and theory 
for the largest harmonic detection order recorded in the experiment. For example, in an 
experiment where harmonics first through eighth are measured, the ratio of |S8|/|S2| is fit 
with the minimum error possible, usually less than 1%, while maintaining less than 3% 
root-mean-square error throughout the other ratios. Since the magnitudes of the higher 
harmonics are most sensitive to changes in the transition width, fitting in this way 
minimized the overall error in the signal profile. Conservatively, we estimate our 
m axim um  error in the Fitting of the magnitude of the eighth harmonic to be ± 2.5%.
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From Table 1, it is seen that this value corresponds to a total error o f less than 1.0% in the 
linewidth. In essence, it is this aspect of higher harmonic detection that allows us to 
make such sensitive measurements with such a simple apparatus.
An example of one such transition measurement Fitted in this way is given in Fig. 
22 below. The signal shown is oxygen A-band line RR(7,7) measured in air with a path 
length of 8.9 meters and at a modulation index of 6.5. The measured air-broadened half- 
width-at-half-maximum (HWHM) for this line was 0.0492 cm' 1 atm '1. Each plot shows 
theory versus experiment and gives the root-mean-square deviation of the calculated 
signal from the measured signal. The Fit shown here is typical o f the match between 
experiment and theory obtained by the ratioing technique described above, where the 
higher harmonics are used as the primary gauge in Fitting. Had these lines been Fitted 
with the lower harmonics, they could not have been specified to such a tight degree of 
accuracy. This is because the variation in the signal at the lower harmonics is much 
smaller than that of the higher harmonics; therefore, there is a larger linewidth error 
associated with a ± 2.5% magnitude error. Hence, it is only the higher harmonics that 
allow for such accuracy in our measurements.
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Fig. 22 Measured (dark blue) oxygen line RR(7,7) at harmonic detection orders first through eighth plotted 
against theory (pink). The line, measured with modulation index m = 6.S, has integrated absorption cross
section4^ 0f  7.37 cm '1 cm2 m ol'1 and measured air-broadened half width o f  0.0492 cm '1. The root-mean- 
square error has been calculated and is displayed on each graph.
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To further affirm our confidence levels in this technique of measuring line 
parameters, we can examine the line at various modulation indices. The behavior of the 
harmonic detection signals versus modulation index is analogous to their behavior with 
pressure. At small modulation indices, the signal grows linearly in magnitude and width 
as the modulation index is increased. However, at larger modulation indices, the signal’s 
magnitude begins to saturate as the width continues to grow until eventually reaching a 
point where the signal is broadening so fast that the magnitude falls. An illustration of 
this behavior is given in Fig. 23, where the second harmonic detection signal of oxygen 
A-band line RR(5,5) is shown for modulation indices ranging from 1.3 (smallest signal in 
dark blue) to 13.3 (widest signal in gray). The peak value of this second harmonic 
signal, which occurs at line center, is plotted versus modulation index over this same 
range in Fig. 24. The signal reaches its largest magnitude at a modulation index of
m = 8.0, where m = / ? / A v D and Av d is the normalized Doppler width. This value is in 
agreement with the calculations of Reid and L ab rie^ . They give a value of m'= 2 .2 , 
where m '= /3 /A vu„ e and Avu ne is the HWHM, for the peak signal of a second 
harmonic signal. Our value of m = 8.0 corresponds to a value o f m'=  2.4 in their 
notation.
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Fig. 23 Second harmonic absorption signal for oxygen A-band line RR(5,S) at various modulation indices
ranging from 1.3 to 13.3. Integrated absorption cross sec tio n ^  o f  6.32xl0'24 cm '1 cm2 mol'1 and measured 
air-broadened half width 0.0569 cm"1 atm '1.
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Fig. 24 Plot o f  the line center values o f  the second detection harmonic signals given in Fig. 23 with a 
theoretical fit. Illustration o f  how the linewidth can be extracted from measurement o f the signal values at 
line center.
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All the harmonic detection orders exhibit this same behavior, the only difference 
being the value of modulation index where this peak signal magnitude appears. It turns 
out, contrary to their behavior with pressure, that the higher the harmonic detection order 
is, the larger the modulation index is at peak magnitude. Measuring an absorption line at 
various modulation indices gives us a third dimension in the fitting process. We look at 
the signal profile itself, the relative magnitudes between the harmonics, and the variation 
of the their magnitudes with modulation index.
Measuring and modeling all these signals can become computationally intensive, 
however. To expedite the fitting process, we examine just the even harmonics at line 
center, since the all even harmonic detection signals have their peak signal value at line 
center. A measurement of the signal variation at line center with modulation index is 
convenient because it can be recorded and modeled relatively quickly. As before, the 
peak signal values of the even harmonics are normalized to the second harmonic. The 
resulting curves for RR(5,5) are shown in Fig. 25 (a) below for both experiment and 
theory. We hold these fits to the same constraint stated above, namely ± 2.5% error in 
fitting the magnitude of the eighth harmonic. Another line measured by this method is 
shown in Fig. 25 (b). Here oxygen A-band line RQ(13,14) was measured at modulation 
indices ranging from m = 2 to m = 11.2. The air-broadened linewidth extracted from 
these data is 0.0520 cm' 1 atm '1.
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Fig. 25 Ratio o f  peak signal values for the even harmonics. Points represent experimental values and lines
are calculated fits, (a) Oxygen A-band line RR(5,5): integrated absorption cross se c tio n ^  6.32x10-24 cm '1 
cm2 m ol'1 and measured air-broadened linewidth is 0.0569 cm '1 atm '1, (b) Oxygen A-band line RQ(13,14):
integrated absorption cross s e c tio n ^  6.30x10-24 cm '1 cm2 mol'1 and measured air-broadened linewidth is 
0.0520 cm '1 atm '1.
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A list o f the linewidths measured by this technique is given below in Table 2 
along with corresponding values from the HITRAN ’96 d a t a b a s e ^ .  The precision in the 
linewidth measurements presented in this study is ±0.0002 cm '1, or approximately 1%. 
On the main, our measurements are in good agreement with those listed in the HI I RAN 
’96 database. However, some of the measurements are out by nearly 10%. The 
linewidths in the HITRAN ‘96 database are given to a precision o f lO ^cm '1, which could 
be interpreted as a confidence level of ±0.000lc m '1, or approximately 0.5%. However, in 
private conversations with scientists at NASA L a n g le y ^  we learned that the errors in 
these measurements have been found to be much larger, and in some regions as large as 
30%. Therefore, the larger discrepancies in Table 2 could be valid. Considering that the 
measurement apparatus used to obtain these parameters is much simpler and less 
expensive, it seems advantageous to use such a technique to make spectroscopic 
measurements. This list is just a small portion of the lines in the oxygen A-band. 
Measurement of the remaining lines in the band is an ongoing research project that will 
be continued by James Barrington in the Physical Electronics Research Laboratory at Old 
Dominion University.
In the next Chapter, we discuss the utility o f wavelength modulation spectroscopy 
in resolving overlapping lines. As discussed in Chapter H, toward the high energy side of 
the R branch, the lines progressively bunch up until the branch ultimately folds back on 
itself at the band head. In this congested region, many of the lines o f comparable strength 
overlap. Additionally, many of the isotope lines dispersed throughout the entire band are 
extremely weak, often three or more orders of magnitude weaker than the surrounding 
lines. Wavelength modulation spectroscopy is shown to be particularly useful in
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resolving overlapping spectra such as those at the band head, as well as in pulling out the 
contribution of the weak isotope.
O 2 A ir -B ro a d e n e d  L in e w id th s
H IT R A N  ‘96 T h is  S tu d y





RQ(3.4) 0.0582 0.0599 2.9%
RR(5.5) 0.0569 0.0569 0.0%
RQ(5.6) 0.0566 0.0566 0.0%
RR(7,7) 0.0563 0.0492 12.6%
RQ(7.8) 0.0558 0.0583 4.5%
RR(9,9) 0.0552 0.0588 6.5%
RR(9.9)* 0.0552 0.0552 0.0%
RQ(8.9)* 0.0552 0.0552 0.0%
RQ(9,I0) 0.0542 0.0560 3.3%
R R ( l i . l l ) 0.0531 0.0560 5.5%
RR(13.I3) 0.0519 0.0498 4.0%
RQ( 13.14) 0.0514 0.0520 1.2%
RR(15.15) 0.0509 0.0460 9.7%
RQ(14.I5)* 0.0509 0.0459 9.8%
RR( 16,16)* 0.0498 0.0449 9.8%
RQ(15,16) 0.0498 0.0515 3.4%
RQ( 19210) 0.0466 0.0505 8.3%
RQ(25,26) 0.0437 0.0436 0.3%
RQ(31.32) 0.0412 0.0415 0.7%
RQ(27.28) 0.0426 0.0425 0.3%
RQ(29.20) 0.0418 0.0415 0.7%
Table 2 Comparison o f oxygen A-band air-broadened linewidths measured by the harmonic detection peak 
signal value technique to those found in the HITRAN ’96 database. The precision in the measurements of 
this study is ± 0.0002 cm '1, or approximately 1%. The lines denoted with * are isotope l6O lsO lines.
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CHAPTER IV. RESOLUTION OF OVERLAPPING ABSORPTION 
LINES: THEORY AND EXPERIMENT
4.1 RESO LU TIO N O F O VERLAPPING  SPECTRA
Many gaseous molecules have absorbing transitions in the near-infrared and 
infrared regions of the spectrum, leading to congestion and overlap of the spectra. 
Although it can be difficult to accurately characterize all the parameters of an isolated 
transition, when there are many that overlap, the task becomes formidable. For this 
reason, many highly congested spectral regions are avoided. Our investigation of 
overlapping spectra indicates that the resolution of these spectra can be improved by 
harmonic detection. In fact, it is shown that the higher harmonics, i.e., those greater than 
the commonly used second harmonic, give superior resolution in many circumstances.
This point is illustrated in the following example where we consider two identical 
overlapping lines at various separations between the line centers ranging from one- 
quarter of a linewidth to one linewidth to determine the resolving power of the harmonic 
detection signals. The direct absorption signal will be considered first, and then 
compared to the second and fourth order harmonics. The total absorption signal for the 
two lines in a direct absorption measurement is shown below for a separation of one 
linewidth.










-4 •3 0 3 5■2 1 4
v (Av|
Fig. 26 Two overlapping lines in direct absorption with equal widths and strengths 
separated by 1.16Av. The total signal just meets the Rayleigh minimum resolution 
criterion at a separation o f one linewidth.
The profiles are given in normalized units and both lines have the same strength 
and width. The total signal is the sum o f the two individual lines, seen in black here in 
Fig. 26, and shows a clear distortion in the center due to the overlap o f  the two lines. To 
pull out the information on each individual line, the distortion in the total signal must be 
analyzed carefully. The larger the distortion, the easier it will be  to resolve the 
underlying absorption lines. We shall now define a criterion to quantify the resolution, so 
that we can directly compare the harmonic detection signals with the direct absorption 
signal.
4.1.1 RAYLEIGH RESOLUTION CRITERION
A minimum distortion criterion for resolution can be defined such that only those 
overlapping lines that create a distortion greater than or equal to this minimum can be
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resolved and those below this, cannot. For example, Lord Rayleigh did this in a two-slit 
experiment where he quantified the resolution o f  the two interference patterns by the 
following condition: "Two interfering diffraction patterns separated by an interval x  can 








■2■3 I 0 3-4 2 54
Fig. 27 Diffraction slit example o f  Rayleigh resolution criterion.
It turns out that, because the diffraction patterns have a functional form o f s in ( jt) /x , the 
minimum o f the dip in the total diffraction pattern relative to the maximum is
I  =  — /* mm 2 max *K
Although this was an arbitrary choice on Lord Rayleigh’s part, a measurable quantity of 
resolution must be designated in order to compare various scenarios o f overlapping lines.
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4.1.2 EXTENSION OF THE RAYLEIGH RESOLUTION CRITERION
Due to the positive and negative variations of the wavelength modulation signals, 
the criterion above does not directly apply. We can extend the resolution criterion to 
include any N1*1 harmonic detection signal by expressing the criterion as the distortion
magnitude, 3*, relative to the signal magnitude, S N .In  the case of the direct absorption 
example in Fig. 26, the minimum resolution Rmin is given by:
S° ( I ^  - / mn ) f  8 'max nun ■
Rnun = =  -
S°
I  r  =0.19
n -^  nax
Although the point is just as well served by picking a value for Rmin of 5%, 10%, 50%, or 
a value that depends on the noise level in an experiment, we will use the above criterion 
simply for illustrative purposes in this example.
The objective is to determine which harmonic detection order(s) in an experiment 
will resolve two overlapping lines separated by a finite frequency interval v oZ —v oX. To 
find this, we must determine the separation of the two lines at Rmin for each harmonic 
detection order. For direct absorption. Fig. 26, the two lines just meet the minimum 
resolution criterion at a separation of approximately one linewidth (1.16AV'). Therefore, 
if these two absorption lines were any closer together, they could not be resolved using 
direct absorption. Now, consider the two lines in second harmonic detection, which is 
shown in Fig. 28. It turns out that the minimum resolution criterion is met when the 
separation between the two lines is 0.63 linewidths.
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3.5E-02 x  N =  2
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Fig. 28 Two identical overlapping lines in second harmonic detection. The total signal 
just meets the Rayleigh minimum resolution criterion at a separation o f  0.63 linewidths.
Finally, examining the lines at fourth harmonic detection, Fig. 29 shows the minimum 
resolution criterion is met when the lines are a little more than two-fifths o f the linewidth 
apart, v o2 —v ol = 0 .43A y. Comparing the fourth harmonic to the direct absorption and 
second harmonic signals at the same separation, Fig. 30 (a) and (b) respectively, it is seen 
that fourth harmonic detection is the minimum detection order required to resolve the two 
lines. This trend continues for the higher harmonics. The minimum separation for 
resolution at sixth harmonic is 0.33 Av, and the minimum separation at eighth harmonic 
is 0.29 Av.
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Fig. 29 Two identical overlapping lines in fourth harmonic detection. The Rayleigh 
minimum resolution criterion is met when the lines are 0.43 linewidths apart.
(a) (b)
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Fig. 30 The two identical overlapping lines with separation o f  0.43 linewidths. (a) Direct absorption 
signal, (b) Second harmonic detection signal. Neither o f  these shows distortion for the line separation o f 
0.43 linewidths. Compare to fourth harmonic in Fig. 29 where the minimum resolution criterion is met.
The reason that the resolution is better for the higher harmonics is because there 
is an effective condensing o f the energy content in these signals around line center, a 
property derived from their derivative-like nature. One can envision this by considering 
the variation o f  the successive harmonics at line center under the derivative 
approximation. For example, the first harmonic detection signal has its largest slope at
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line center. Hence the second harmonic, or the derivative of the first harmonic, will have 
its largest signal components at line center. A convenient way of illustrating this 
condensing is to plot the frequency span in which half the signal power is contained. We 
shall call this the Half-Power Full Width (HPFW). Calculations of the HPFW for even 
harmonic detection orders N = 0 through 8 are plotted in Fig. 31 below. These data 
demonstrate clearly the effective frequency narrowing of the harmonic detection signals 
with increased detection order and therefore show why the higher harmonics are more 
effective in resolving overlapping spectra.
HPFW
3.0E+09-f1 
_  2-5E+09- 
^  2.0E+O9-
* Ia





N = 0 N = 2 N = 4 N = 6 N = 8
Fig. 31 Half-Power Full Width for even harmonics N = 0 through 8. Data 
were calculated at atmospheric pressure with a modulation index o f 2.
The limiting constraint on the resolution of overlapping lines in an experiment is 
the signal fidelity at the highest measurable harmonic. As one increases the harmonic 
detection order, the signal magnitude decreases, eventually reaching a point where the 
signal-to-noise ratio becomes too small to measure the absorption signal. Therefore, the 
resolution of overlapping lines will be limited to those with separation v a2 - v oi = K N&v
or greater by the signal-to-noise ratio. Also, as stated in Chapter III, an important part of 
resolving overlapping absorption lines is accurate modeling of the transition profiles.
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4.2 E X PE RIM EN TA L RESU LTS
4.2.1 RESOLUTION OF COMPARABLE OVERLAPPING LINES
An experiment was performed to resolve two overlapping oxygen lines, 
RQ(17,18) and RR(19,19), that have nearly the same linewidths and are separated by 1.9 
GHz, which is slightly less than one linewidth. The line parameters as given in HITRAN
database^- for RQ(17,18) are: absorption cross section -  3.392 x 10~24cm2 cm '1 m ol'1, 
self broadened collision width -  0.0469 cm '1 atm '1, and for RR(19,19) are: absorption 
cross section -  2 .080xl0~i‘cm2 cm '1 m ol'1, self broadened collision width -  0.0461 cm '1 
atm '1. Since the absorption cross sections for these two lines are not the same, RR(19,19) 
is roughly two-thirds that of RQ(17,18), the distortions resulting from their overlap is 
different from those in the example above.
The lines were measured at second and sixth harmonic detection orders for 
absorption in pure oxygen at 580 torr. Furthermore, the modulation amplitude was varied 
such that both harmonic detection orders had the same signal magnitude, for the second 
harmonic signal m was 1.8, while for the sixth harmonic m was 7.3. By doing this, a 
direct comparison of the distortion caused by the overlap of the two lines can be made, as 
well as a comparison of the signal-to-noise ratios between the two harmonic detection 
orders. The results are shown in Fig. 32 below.
One indication of overlapping lines is the appearance of additional turning points 
near the center of the signal. An Nth harmonic signal should have N+l turning points; for 
example, the second harmonic signal should have three, and the sixth harmonic should 
have seven. However, as Fig. 32 shows, there are clearly two more turning points than 
expected in each harmonic detection signal. This qualitative means of recognizing
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overlapping lines is convenient but does not always work. In a noisy environment there 
can be a large number o f turning points that are completely unrelated to overlapping 
lines; therefore, caution must be taken with this approach. It is simply a qualitative 
indication rather than a quantitative gauge.
The true measure o f overlapping lines comes from fitting the profiles of the 
individual components. In this respect, the larger and more complex the distortion, the 
more accurately the individual components can be identified. For example, in the second 
harmonic signal, the distortion caused by the overlap of the two lines is small; the 
resolution only measures S 2/ S 2 = 0 .0 3 . Additionally, the feature does not vary rapidly 
with wavelength; therefore, there could be many different sets of line parameters that 
would fit the observed signal. Compare this to the sixth harmonic signal, where the 
resolution is almost an order of magnitude larger, S6/ S b = 0 .2 9 , and the distortion varies
rapidly over wavelength. In this case, there is a more limited set of parameters leading to 
a fit of the signal than can be derived from the second harmonic signal.
Another key feature to notice about the experimental signals of Fig. 32 is that 
there is no visual difference in the noise level between the two signals. Since the signals 
have the same magnitude, one might be misled into thinking that the signal-to-noise ratio 
is close to the same value for each signal. However, in a wavelength resolution 
experiment, the distortion is the signal. It is the measured quantity because it contains the 
information necessary to identify the individual components, and if the distortion is not 
larger than the noise, the components cannot be identified. For this reason, when dealing 
with spectral resolution, the definition for signal-to-noise ratio is different than that for 
the measurement of a single line. In the second harmonic signal, Fig. 32 (a), a small
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increase in the noise level would render the measurement useless because one could not 
positively identify the distortion. It would take a much larger noise level to overwhelm 
the distortion of the sixth harmonic signal. Fig. 32 (b), where the resolution is 0.29.
Second Harmonic
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Fig. 32 Oxygen lines RQ(17,18) and RR(19,19) measured in pure oxygen at 580 torr. (a) Second harmonic 
detection signal, (b) Sixth harmonic detection signal. These signals demonstrate the difference in 
resolution obtained by employing second harmonic detection versus sixth harmonic detection. The 
wavelength modulation index for the second harmonic signal is 1.8 and for the sixth harmonic signal is 7.3. 
The measured resolution for the second harmonic signal is 0.03 and for the sixth harmonic signal is 0.29.
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It is easy to imagine that the above hypothesis will hold for all lines of differing, 
yet comparable strengths. For a further discussion of the resolution of such overlapping 
in the presence of both modulation and pressure broadening the reader is referred to 
Dharamsi and Bullock^. What is not so obvious is that adjacent lines of highly disparate 
strengths and widths can be resolved with use of higher harmonic detection. The next 
section is devoted to overlapping lines with dissimilar widths and absorption cross 
sections.
4.2.2 LINES OF DIFFERENT STRENGTHS
We performed another experiment that demonstrates the utility of harmonic 
detection in resolving overlapping lines. This time, instead of measuring lines of 
comparable strength, we measured overlapping lines having nearly an order of magnitude 
difference in their strengths. The experiment measured the oxygen A-band line,
RQ(31,32), having an absorption cross sec tion^  o f 5 .0 6 x l0 _26cm2 cm '1 m ol'1 and in an 
open atmosphere multipass cell that was assembled using the design of A ltm ann^  et al. 
The results are shown in Fig. 33 (a) through (f) below. Experimental and theoretical 
s ignals^  are given for first, second, and third harmonic detection.
RQ(31,32) lies between two much stronger lines, RQ(25,26) and RQ(27,18), with 
absorption cross sections o f 4 .4 3 6 x l0 -25 and 2 .2 8 4 x l0 _25cm2 cm*1 mol'1, respectively. 
In order to obtain the match between the experiment and theory shown in Fig. 33 (a), (b), 
and (c), it was necessary to include the effects of these stronger lines, even though there 
is approximately three linewidths spacing between each of the lines.
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Fig. 33 Experimental and theoretical comparison o f  oxygen line, RQ(31,32). (a) First harmonic detection, 
(b) second harmonic detection, and (c) Third harmonic detection. Theoretical calculations showing the 
contribution o f the surrounding lines RQ(25,26) and RQ(27,28) are given for (d) first harmonic detection, 
(e) second harmonic detection, and (0  third harmonic detection.
Here, the resolution o f the overlapping lines is somewhat different from the case 
presented above. We are resolving the contribution o f  the wings o f strong lines at the 
line center o f a much weaker line. The use o f  harmonic detection in this case is 
advantageous because we have more than one signal to match, therefore improving our
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ability to accurately model the line parameters. While these fits are good, they are not 
perfect. The small discrepancies in the fit are most likely due to parasitic fringing. This 
fringing appears as a sinusoidal base line and is commonly encountered in absorption 
spectroscopy experiments, especially those with multipass cells?.
j
4.2.3 OVERLAPPING LINES WITH DISSIMILAR PARAMETERS
Recall from Chapter III that small differences in the width of an absorption line 
can cause substantial variations in the magnitudes of the higher harmonic detection 
signals (see Table 1 on pg. 91). This is a property that is extremely useful in resolving 
weak lines that are adjacent to very strong lines. Often, the weaker lines in the oxygen 
A-band have much narrower widths than the strong lines. By employing higher harmonic 
detection, one can pull out the contribution of the weak line in the measured signal. To 
illustrate this effect. Fig. 34 shows two lines having very dissimilar parameters at 
atmospheric pressure; one with absorption cross section of 10'24 cm2 cm '1 m ol'1 and width 
of 0.05 cm '1 atm '1 and the other with absorption cross section of LO'26 cm2 cm '1 m ol'1 and 
width of 0.03 cm '1 atm '1. It is seen that the weaker signal grows with respect to the 
stronger one throughout the harmonics and by eighth harmonic the ratio o f the weak line 
to the strong line has increased by nearly a factor of 10. The ratios of these two lines are 
given in Table 3 along with the percentage growth in the magnitude of the weak line with 
respect to the strong one.
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Fig. 34 Theoretical lines with dissimilar absorption cross sections and widths. The dark blue line has an 
absorption cross section that is 100 times that o f  the red line and a width that is 1.67 times that o f  the red 
line. The even harmonic detection orders N = 0 through 8 were calculated at atmospheric pressure with m
=  2 . 1 .
The disparity in the growth o f these two signals with harmonic detection arises 
from the difference in their widths. For the narrow line, the slope o f the transition profile 
on either side o f  line center is slightly steeper than that o f the wider line. This subtle 
difference becomes amplified in the higher harmonics because o f their derivative-like
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quality. The effect is enough to enhance the contribution of the weaker line in the signal 
from a factor 1:100 to a factor of 1:10. This, coupled with the effective narrowing of the 
signal content in the higher harmonics, makes the harmonic detection signals ideal for 
resolving overlapping spectra.
Comparison of Dissimilar Lines from Fig. 34
N Strong-Line Weak-Line Ratio % Growth
0 4.12E-02 6.60E-04 0.016
1 2.94E-02 5.94E-04 0.020 26.2%
2 7.99E-03 2.2 IE-04 0.028 72.5%
3 2.79E-03 1.04E-04 0.037 132.8%
4 7.04E-04 3.55E-05 0.050 214.8%
5 2.17E-04 1.43E-05 0.066 312.4%
6 5.24E-05 4.57E-06 0.087 443.6%
7 1.49E-05 1.65E-06 0.111 592.8%
8 3.46E-06 5.26E-07 0.152 847.5%
Table 3 Comparison o f peak-to-peak signal magnitude for lines shown in Fig. 34 for 
harmonic detection orders N = 0 through 8. The ratio o f the weak line to the strong line 
is almost a factor o f  10 greater at eighth harmonic than in direct absorption.
We have employed this technique to measure weak lines in the oxygen A-band. 
An example of such a measurement is given below in Fig. 35. The lines measured in this 
experiment where: O2 RR(13,13) with absorption cross section 5 .67x l0 '24 cm2 cm '1 m ol'1 
and collisional width 0.0498 cm '1 atm '1; 160 180  RQ(13,13) with absorption cross section 
1.15xl0'“6 cm2 cm '1 m ol'1 and collisional width 0.0475 cm '1 a tm '1; O2 RR(43,43) with 
absorption cross section 1.32xl0'28 cm2 cm '1 m ol'1 and collisional width 0.0398 cm '1 atm' 
'; and l60 l80  RQ(12,13) with absorption cross section 1 .4 lx l0 '26 cm2 cm '1 m ol'1 and 
collisional width 0.0478 cm '1 atm'1. To illustrate the utility of the higher harmonics in 
pulling out these weak lines, the lines are shown in full scale for second and eighth 
harmonic detection orders. In second harmonic detection the weaker lines are not visible, 
only the strong O2 line RR( 13,13) can be seen. However, in eighth harmonic detection,
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the 160 180  lines RQ(12,13) and RR(13,13) can be seen clearly. Upon closer inspection in 
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Fig. 35 Experiment (red) versus theory (blue) for oxygen A-band lines O2 RR(13,13), l60 '* 0  RR(13,13), 
0 2 RR(43,43), I60 180  RQ(12,13). Lines in second harmonic detection are difficult to resolve, yet in eighth 
harmonic the lines are visible and more easily resolved. * indicates isotope 160 180  lines. Lines were 
measured at atmospheric pressure in air with a  path length o f  119.3 m and modulation index o f  m = 7.1.
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Fig. 36 Experiment (red) versus theory (blue) for oxygen A-band lines 0 2 RR(13,13), l60 l80  RR(13,13), 
0 2 RR(43,43), 160 180  RQ(12,13). Scaled view o f  eighth harmonic detection signal shown in Fig. 35. The 
lines are visible and more easily resolved. * indicates isotope 160 180  lines. Lines were measured at 
atmospheric pressure in air with a path length o f 119.3 m and modulation index o f  m = 7.1.
Notice the distortion in the center o f  the eighth harmonic signal for O2 line 
RR(13,13) in Fig. 35. Although this type o f distortion is a characteristic o f  overlapping 
absorption lines, in this case it is caused by a  saturation effect rather than overlapping 
spectra. The saturation is due to the long path length used in this experiment. We 
observe this effect in many other experiments were the absorption is large or the gas is 
optically thick. Consider the following: a laser beam tuned to the center o f an absorption 
line passing through an absorbing medium. At each point along the path, there are 
slightly fewer photons due to absorption. If the path length through the medium is very 
long, or medium is optically thick, then it is possible that none o f  the incident light will 
make it through the medium. Now, if  we were to take the laser and sweep it over the
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transition, while maintaining the same optical thickness, the resulting direct absorption 
signal would have a flat section around line center. The harmonic detection signals for 
such a case would all show distortions at line center due to the saturation of the 
absorption.
The second harmonic signal shown in Fig. 35 does not have this distortion, only 
the eighth harmonic shows a distortion. The reason is that the higher harmonics are very 
sensitive to subtle features o f the direct absorption profile. If the optical thickness of the 
absorbing medium is such that it causes only a very slight distortion at line center for the 
direct absorption signal rather than complete attenuation of the transmitted light, then this 
saturation effect will not be seen in all the harmonics. The higher harmonics will show 
the signs of this saturation effect long before the lower harmonics or direct absorption 
signal will. This is the case for the lines in Fig. 35, where the path length used was 119 
meters. The weak lines do not show this effect because their cross sections are not 
sufficient enough to attenuate the transmission substantially and distort the signals.
An example of the resolution enhancement with higher harmonic detection where 
no saturation effects were present is seen in Fig. 37. The lines measured in this 
experiment were: 16O lsO RR(15,15) with line center 13154.39841 cm '1, absorption cross 
section 9.04xl0 '27 cm 2 cm '1 mol'1, and collisional width 0.0509 cm '1 atm '1; O2 RR(41,41) 
with line center 13154.70198 cm '1, absorption cross section 4 .06x l0 '28 cm2 cm '1 m ol'1, 
and collisional width 0.0398 cm '1 atm '1; 160 180  RQ(14,15) with line center 13155.19437 
cm '1, absorption cross section 1.13xl0'26 cm2 cm '1 m ol'1, and collisional width 0.0459 
cm 1 atm '1; and l6O lsO RR(16,16) with line center 13155.59802 cm '1, absorption cross 
section 5.86xl0'27 cm 2 cm '1 mol'1, and collisional width 0.0449 cm '1 atm '1. These lines
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are shown at first through sixth harmonic. At first harmonic, the wings of the strong Oi 
lines RR(15,15) and RQ(L5,16), have a substantial effect at the line centers o f the weaker 
lines, making them difficult to resolve. This is due to the substantial disparity in the 
absorption cross sections between the strong and weak lines, 10'24 cm2 cm '1 m o l1 
compared to 10'26 cm2 cm '1 m o l1. Even the second and third harmonics. Fig. 37 (b) and
(c) respectively, show significant contributions from these stronger lines. However, by 
the sixth harmonic, there is no observable contribution from the strong lines and all 
measured lines have been resolved.
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Fig. 37 Experiment (red) versus theory (blue) for oxygen A-band lines 160 180  RR(15,15), 0 2 RR(41,41), 
,6O l80  RQ(14,15), ,60 180  RR(16,16). At first harmonic (a), only two o f  the four lines are seen. As the 
harmonic detection order increases from second through sixth, (b) through (f) respectively, all four lines 
become clearly resolvable. Lines denoted by * indicate isotope l60 180  lines. Lines were measured in the 
multipass cell with an air path length o f  119.3 meteis and modulation index o f  m = 4.1.
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All the experimental measurements shown in this section were taken in air, where 
collisional broadening has a significant contribution to the width of the absorption signal. 
The resolution o f these pressure broadened spectra is result o f the effective signal 
condensing that occurs at the higher harmonic detection orders. Perhaps it is possible, 
using an extremely long path length and high resolution spectrometer, to resolve such 
weak lines in the presence of much stronger lines with direct absorption. However, what 
is clear is that any such direct absorption system measuring these lines with a resolution 
comparable to that shown above would require more sophisticated equipment than that 
used in this research. Therefore, wavelength modulation spectroscopy employing higher 
harmonic detection is a viable solution for resolving congested spectra, such as those 
found in the so-called molecular finger print region from 1 to 3 pm.
In the next chapter we summarize the results presented so far and draw 
conclusions regarding the research performed for this dissertation. Additionally, 
suggestions are made on future research directives in this field.
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CHAPTER V. CONCLUSIONS
5.1 SU M M A RY A N D  CONCLUSIONS
Wavelength modulation spectroscopy is a powerful tool for resolving overlapping 
gaseous spectra, as well as for identifying transition line shape profiles. Both theoretical 
and experimental data were presented to demonstrate the utility of higher harmonic 
detection in gaseous absorption measurements. In Chapter m, the sensitivity of the 
higher harmonics to changes in the transition line shape profile was investigated and 
compared to that of the direct absorption signal. Here, it was revealed that, while there is 
a noticeable difference between the direct absorption signals for Voigt and collision 
narrowed profiles, this difference is small when compared to the resulting differences in 
the higher harmonics detection signals. The sensitivity o f the higher harmonics to slight 
deviation of the transition profile from Voigt is a direct result of their derivative-like 
nature. In essence, the higher harmonic detection signals amplify subtle features of the 
transition line shape profile that may otherwise be missed when using only direct 
absorption.
The preliminary results of the experimental investigation of collisional narrowing 
indicate that oxygen spectra exhibit narrowing, on the order of 0.006 cm '1 atm '1. This is 
not surprising considering the theoretical constraints put forth by Rautian and Sobel’man 
in their general treatment of transition line shape profiles. The criterion they define is 
based on the conditions where the basic assumptions of Doppler and impact broadening 
break down, namely when L ~  X l l n . Rough calculations of the mean-free-path for 
oxygen at atmospheric pressures show that the near infrared oxygen transitions do not
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strictly abide by L »  A /  2 n . Adding to the validity of our measured value for the 
collisional narrowing of the oxygen A-band transitions are the findings of other authors, 
such as R itte r^ , who claims 0.01 cm '1 a tm 1, and Schermaul et al.‘̂  who report 0.0084 
cm '1 a tm 1. Although our value is slightly less than these, by and large we are in 
agreement with both studies.
The differences may arise due to the difference in the line shape profiles assumed 
between the various studies. Ritter employed the Galatry weak collision model in his 
analysis of the oxygen A-band, giving a narrowing parameter of 0.0145 cm '1 atm '1 
associated with this profile. However, he does report a study of both the Rautian- 
Sobel’man hard collision model and the Galatry weak collision model, finding that the 
two give qualitatively the same results, but only when different narrowing parameters are 
used. Ritter gives a narrowing parameter of 0.0145cm'1 atm '1 for the Galatry and 0.01 
cm '1 atm '1 for the Rautian-Sobel’man strong collision model. In this dissertation, we 
have used the value Ritter obtained for the strong collision model as a comparison for our 
findings. On the other hand, Schermaul used a straightforward Voigt profile, but with a 
collisional width modified by the pressure dependent narrowing parameter, which for 
room temperature spectra was 0.0084 cm-1 atm-1.
In our study, we have assumed a Rautian-Sobel’man strong collision model 
instead of the weak collision model assumed by Ritter. We chose this profile because it 
encompasses the most suitable physical assumptions for oxygen collisions. For instance, 
strong collisions are typically those where the collision partners are of comparable mass. 
An example of this would be self collisions. Weak collisions are best described by wide- 
angle collisions or Brownian motion, where the collision partners have very dissimilar
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masses. An example of the weak collision model would be electrons colliding with an 
atom. In this case, many collisions are required to substantially change the velocity of 
the atom. Unless oxygen was to be probed in a buffer gas, we would not choose to apply 
the Brownian, or weak, collision model to oxygen, although Ritter does. He reports that 
both the Rautian-Sobel’man strong collision model and the Galatry weak collision model 
yield very similar profiles. This was simply a fortuitous discovery on his part because the 
oxygen molecule within the pressure ranges that he studied has a large enough collision 
frequency that these two profiles do in fact have very similar structures. Recall from 
Chapter II that in the limit o f large collision frequencies, both the strong and weak 
collision models yield a Lorentzian type line shape profile.
Based on the physical characteristics of the oxygen molecule, we do not have an 
opinion on the validity of substituting one collision model for another, simply because it 
provides similar results over a certain parameter space. However, it is our feeling that a 
study such as this one is well served by employing a model based on the most reasonable 
physical assumptions, which in our case we took to be the Rautian-Sobel’man strong 
collision model. Since we still consider our results on narrowing to be preliminary, we 
feel it is sufficient to state that within our experimental error our results are in agreement 
with the other researchers who have measured collisional narrowing o f the oxygen A- 
band.
Chapter IE also demonstrated the utility of wavelength modulation spectroscopy 
employing higher harmonic detection in measuring transition linewidths. It turns out that 
due to their derivative-like nature, the higher harmonics show a large variation in signal 
magnitude for small changes in linewidth. We have exploited this fact to increase the
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accuracy of our transition width measurements. Measured linewidths were presented in 
this chapter with an estimated experimental error o f 1%. Had we used a conventional 
method of measuring the linewidths with our apparatus, our smallest possible error would 
be close to 20%, just based on the resolution of our wavemeter. The higher harmonic 
detection orders allow us accuracy in the linewidth measurements typically unattainable 
with simple equipment, such as that used in this research.
In Chapter IV, wavelength resolution of overlapping lines was investigated, where 
it was shown that the higher harmonic detection signals provide superior resolution 
compared to the lower harmonics and the direct absorption signal. Several different 
scenarios were examined involving both similar and dissimilar line parameters. In each, 
wavelength modulation spectroscopy proved to be most effective in resolving the 
overlapping spectra. The enhancement in the resolution comes, in part, as a result of the 
effective condensing of the signal content as the harmonic detection order increases. 
Data were given that illustrate this point, where the half power full width was plotted for 
the direct absorption signal along with the harmonic detection signals. Throughout the 
harmonics there was a monotonic decrease in the frequency span containing half the 
signal power. Therefore, simply by increasing the harmonic detection order one can 
increase the wavelength resolution. Ultimately, the greatest resolution will be limited by 
the signal-to-noise ratio at the highest measurable harmonic.
Another aspect of the higher harmonic detection signals that was shown to 
enhance wavelength resolution is the fact that they are very sensitive to the transition 
profile. Often, many overlapping lines, especially those with dissimilar absorption cross 
sections, have different widths. Because the magnitudes of absorption signals with
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different widths grow differently throughout the harmonic detection orders, lines that are 
small compared to their overlapping partner in direct absorption can be comparable at the 
higher harmonics. Consequently, relative line parameters are easily measured using 
higher harmonic detection. Furthermore, it was shown that when there is a substantial 
discrepancy (~ 20-30%) between the widths o f a strong line and an adjacent weak line, 
using higher harmonic detection effectively pulls out the contribution of the weaker line, 
even when the difference in the absorption cross sections is a factor of 102.
5.2 FUTURE WORK
Certainly, there is more work to be done in this area because the applications of 
wavelength modulation spectroscopy are so vast. First is the confirmation of the 
measured narrowing parameter. Only within the few past months have we found 
conclusive evidence of this narrowing. We believe that the narrowing will be transition 
dependent, therefore various other regions of the oxygen A-band must be examined for 
narrowing. Also, the remaining lines in the band must be measured to complete the 
parameter study.
Another project that is of interest to James Barrington, who will be continuing this 
research for his Doctoral degree, is the following instantaneous ratioing technique. His 
novel idea, presented below, was the initiative for the ratio-fitting technique that was 
used for the A-band lines presented here. The technique involves locking a laser probe to 
the line center o f an absorbing transition and simultaneously measuring the even 
harmonics. Recall that all even harmonics peak at line center and all odd harmonics have 
a zero-crossing at line center. An odd harmonic would be used to lock the laser to line 
center (for laser locking the reader is referred to the discussion by Fitzgerald^), then all
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even harmonics are measured by parallel lock-in amplifiers. An example of such an 
experimental apparatus is given below in Fig. 38. The advantages of this system are (1) 
it eliminates the troublesome effects of source intensity fluctuations, a problem that 
plagues many absorption spectroscopy experiments, (2) the line center and line 
parameters can be simultaneously measured with a high degree of accuracy, and (3) the 
parameter measurement time is significantly decreased because instead of measuring 
multiple frequency profiles, single data points are measured. This concept will no doubt 
be difficult to bring to fruition; however, it will have a significant impact on the laser 
spectroscopy community when it is realized.
Temp.
Controller















I 2“ 'l 4lhl 6,h out
out I LIA  A rrav
Fig. 38 Diagram o f Simultaneous Ratioing Experiment.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that wavelength modulation spectroscopy is 
an effective means of improving the sensitivity of absorption measurements. These 
improvements include enhanced resolution of overlapping spectra, improved accuracy in 
line parameter measurements, and better identification of line shape profiles.
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Member Tau Beta Pi, National Engineering Honor Society since 1994
President of Tau Beta Pi. Virginia Gamma chapter 1995 - 1996
Member Eta Kappa Nu, National Electrical Engineering Honor Society since
1994
1997-2000 Environmental Protection Agency STAR Fellowship 
1996-1999 NASA Graduate Student Researcher Program Fellowship 
1995-1996 Virginia Space Grant Consortium Undergraduate Scholarship
1995-1996 The Edgar A. and Kathleen Kovner Scholarship
1993-1995 ELA 1970 Larry Cowart Scholarship
Best Student Paper EEEE Laser and Electro-Optics Society LEOS’96, Boston, 
MA
IEEE Southeast Conference Student Paper Contest 1996. Tampa. FL (2nd Place)
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